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Abstract 

 

Tattoo Collecting: Living Art and Artifact 

 

Lauren Kenney 
University of Guelph, 2014 

Advisor:  
Professor S. Hickson 

 
 

This thesis examines the possibilities of the tattoo as a collectible.  Specifically, I 

examine three different modes of collecting and displaying tattoos; as a living museum 

on the body of the tattooed subject, as a skin specimen separated from the body and 

displayed in a variety of museum settings and, finally, as an image abstracted from the 

body in the form of photographs of tattooed sitters.  Implicit in this journey from body art 

to artifact is a consideration of the changing meaning and significance of tattoos in the 

evolving discourse of visual culture.  Once regarded as markers of social deviance - as 

symbols of exclusion or marginalization - tattoos have become a much more popular and 

widely accepted form of body art - signs of community, affinity and inclusion. The 

growing popularity of tattoos has also led to a reconsideration of their status as an art 

form, an elevation of what was once considered a 'low art' process to the realm of high 

art.  This shift has only recently led to an increase in scholarship about tattoos within the 

discourses of both art history and visual culture.  In this thesis I examine this new 

scholarship about tattoos in visual culture, and then go one step further by considering 

tattoos as visual objects within the culture of collecting.  Specifically, I examine tattoos 

as collectible 'souvenirs', as specimens and, when reproduced as photographs, as socially 

resonant signs of identity and meaning. These case studies examine tattoo art from 
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various perspectives. Primarily, as art collected on the body, but also as imagery existing 

separate from a physical form, just like the majority of collected artwork.    
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Introduction 
 

In 1952, Roald Dahl published a short story called “Skin” (Dahl, 10). In the story, 

he writes of a man and tattoo parlor owner who admires the artwork of a young boy who 

spends time sketching in his studio. The man, named Drioli, brought home an amount of 

fine wine one evening after a successful day. Celebrating with his wife and the young boy 

and drinking a great deal of wine, Drioli decided to have the boy paint a portrait of his 

wife on the skin of his back, then tattoo over it so it would be there forever. The boy was 

resistant, but eventually submitted to Drioli’s desires.  Many years went by, Drioli served 

in the First World War, and when he returned home, the boy had moved away. Now an 

old man, with few prospects, Drioli moved to Paris. Walking past a shop, he recognized 

the boy’s artwork hanging in the window.  A small plaque on the frame read, “CHAIM 

SOUTINE (1894-1943),” confirming it was the work of his young friend. Drioli entered 

the gallery where more of Soutine’s artwork hung, but was soon asked to leave because 

of his less-than-polished appearance. In an attempt to prove his worth to the dealer, Drioli 

quickly removed his overcoat, jacket and coat to reveal his own piece by Soutine.  

Immediately the gallery owner offered to purchase the piece and have a surgeon remove 

it, but the procedure would come at great risk to his health. Next a patron offered Drioli a 

residence at his hotel, Bristol, in Cannes, where he would be taken care of, and his only 

obligation would be to sun himself on the beach and mingle among the hotel guests. 

Another patron joked that if he were offered enough money, than maybe Drioli would kill 

himself on the spot. Drioli was weary of all of these offers and the patrons were not 

interested in the man or his story; their only interest was the value of the image embedded 

in his skin.  The hotel owner offered to discuss his proposition with Drioli over dinner; 
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Drioli put his clothes back on and followed his patron out of the gallery. Only a few 

weeks later, a portrait of a woman by Soutine appeared on the market in Buenos Aires. It 

was strangely painted, heavily varnished and presented in a nice frame. As it turns out, 

there is no hotel called Bristol in Cannes and the story concludes with the author’s worry 

over Drioli’s fate. 

 

Image 14: Skin by Kate Baylay 

The way that Dahl uses this story to address the value of art is fascinating. In this story, 

both Drioli and the gallery patrons are art collectors. Drioli’s tattoo constitutes a valuable 

work of art, which he commissioned based on his admiration of the artist, while the 

patrons of the gallery treat the tattoo as if it were any other piece of artwork produced by 

the artist.  Drioli values the artistic abilities of a young Soutine and wishes to carry a 

piece created by the boy and a portrait of his wife with him.  For the patrons, the mark of 
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a successful artist is what is valuable. They are not concerned with the relationship 

between Drioli and Soutine or the woman who inspired the image. They are, in fact, 

willing to pay generously for this piece because of the uniqueness of its living canvas 

although their actual acquisition of the work depends on Drioli’s disfigurement or death. 

In this circumstance, the ‘collectors’ consider the work independent from the human skin 

on which it was created – it becomes more valuable than life itself. 

Dahl's Skin deals with the notion of a tattoo as a collectible from many different 

points of view, as an identifier on the owner's skin, as the symbol of the relationship 

between the tattooed subject and the artist, as an object removed from its wearer and sold 

to other collectors.  Using Dahl's story as a departure point, this thesis examines these 

possibilities of the tattoo as a collectible.  Specifically, I examine three different modes of 

collecting and displaying tattoos, as a living museum on the body of the tattooed subject, 

as a skin specimen separated from the body and displayed in a variety of museum settings 

and, finally, as an image abstracted from the body in the form of photographs of tattooed 

sitters.  Implicit in this journey from body art to artifact is a consideration of the changing 

meaning and significance of tattoos in the evolving discourse of visual culture.  Once 

regarded as markers of social deviance - as symbols of exclusion or marginalization - 

tattoos have become a much more popular and widely accepted form of body art - signs 

of community, affinity and inclusion. The growing popularity of tattoos has also led to a 

reconsideration of their status as an art form, an elevation of what was once considered a 

'low art' process to the realm of high art.  This shift has only recently led to an increase in 

scholarship about tattoos within the discourses of both art history and visual culture.  In 

this thesis I examine this new scholarship about tattoos in visual culture, and then go one 
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step further by considering tattoos as visual objects within the culture of 

collecting.  Specifically, I examine tattoos as collectible 'souvenirs', as specimens and, 

when reproduced as photographs, as socially resonant signs of identity and meaning. 

These case studies examine tattoo art from various perspectives. Primarily, as art 

collected on the body, but also as imagery existing separate from a physical form, just 

like the majority of collected artwork.    

 In Chapter One, the thesis begins by examining the origins of tattoo scholarship 

with Don Ed Hardy’s TattooTime and the gradual growth and acceptance of tattooing 

within academia and popular culture.  The emergence of tattooing as a fine art practice 

has promoted art historical scholarship on the topic. Matt Lodder’s dissertation,  

Body Art: Body Modification as Artistic Practice (University of Reading, 2011), presents 

a case for why “body art,” including tattooing, should be analyzed though art-historical 

and art-theoretical methodologies. In his dissertation, Lodder uses a number of case 

studies to deal with issues of authorship, ownership, objectivity, and value. This thesis is 

an attempt to apply existing theories of collecting to the burgeoning area of tattoo 

scholarship. Setting parameters for this investigation, the history of Visual Culture is 

examined next to the writings of Mindy Fenske and Kerri A. Horine who situate tattooing 

within visual culture. Finally, Susan Stewart’s definition of the collector and that 

anthropological writings of Clinton Sanders and D. Angus Vail frame the tattoo collector.   

Chapter 2 examines case studies of traditional tattoo collectors, individuals who 

collect tattoo art on their skin, seeking out artists who they admire and planning out how 

their collections will piece together on the body. The process of becoming a tattoo 

collector begins with learning what it means to be a tattoo collector by interacting with 
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other tattoo collectors and attaining a new self-concept.  This chapter examines case 

studies of tattoo collectors, beginning with a series of interviews done by Sean Herman 

for Tattoo Artist Magazine’s blog. The three features he wrote were on collectors Jason 

Taylor, Jason Cornell, and Y’all. Next is a case study featuring Victor Mäntyranta, who 

travelled from Sweden to Kentucky to be tattooed by an artist he admired.  The chapter 

ends with an analysis of Anna ‘Astoria’ Gibbons and the tattooed perfeomers of the late 

nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. They were tattoo collectors, but they were 

motivated by a desire for agency, unlike most modern collectors.  

In Chapter 3, a different type of tattoo collection is examined. These collections 

consist of tattooed skin that is no longer attached to a physical form. This type of 

collection exists in medical museums all over the world, most prominently, the tattoo 

collection of Dr. Masaichi Fukushi at the Pathology Museum at Tokyo University and the 

collection at the Wellcome Museum in London, England. There is a growing trend for 

tattoo collectors to leave their preserved skin to art museums after their death, which will 

be explored in this chapter. Anthropological tattoo museums like the Amsterdam Tattoo 

Museum also exist to house tattooing artifacts from around the world.  

Separating tattoos even further from their original place on the body, Chapter 4 

looks at tattoos represented through another medium.  Photography is able to make 

reproductions of tattoos that are collectable. Tattoo photography and tattoo themed fine 

art have found a place in the traditional gallery space. Magazines focused on tattoo 

culture have also been a main contributor to the distribution of tattoo images and the 

photographers used by these magazines have gained esteem in the tattoo community. 
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Chapter One:  A historiography of tattoo art 

On February 25, 1997, after a 37-year ban, tattooing became legalized in the state 

of New York.  This moment is commonly identified as the moment at which tattooing 

became an acceptable subject for scholarly study (Kennedy, par. 1; Vail 253).  Although 

tattoo scholarship is still relatively new, tattoo culture has become enormously popular. 

The vast majority of sources on the subject are found within mainstream media, in print 

magazines and within a continually growing body of literature available through Internet 

articles and blogs.   In recent years, some scholarship has emerged that attempts to locate 

collecting within the history of tattooing, and the “tattoo collector” has emerged as a 

distinct phenomenon within the paradigms of collecting culture (Sanders 168).  

One of the earliest and most influential tattoo publications was Ed Hardy’s 

TattooTime Magazine.  Five issues of TattooTime were released between 1982 and 1991, 

and the magazine is still considered a valuable resource for current writing on tattoos. 

The theme of each issue was based on a separate area of tattoo art, including New 

Tribalism, Tattoo Magic, Music and Sea Tattoos, Life and Death Tattoos, and Art from 

the Heart. TattooTime inspired many later tattoo magazines that have largely dominated 

the literature on the topic of tattooing. The majority of this writing was based on 

ethnographic, anthropological and sociological analyses of tattooing as a distinct social 

practice, limited to specifically defined groups within these fields of inquiry.  With the 

advent of visual culture studies, which coincided with the transformation of tattoo culture 

into a broadly popular form of body art, the scholarship has become less focused on 

ethnography, anthropology and sociology and entered into the discourse of art history and 
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visual studies. Tattoos have transformed from being marks of difference to being marks 

of inclusion. Jo Waterhouse explains that:  

In the last few years tattoo culture has shifted from the fringes of society to slap 
bang in the middle of mainstream culture. As recently as ten or twenty years ago, 
the majority of those operating in the mainstream would undoubtedly have still 
viewed tattoos and tattooing as primarily that domain of sailors, criminals, and 
ne’er-do-wells, football hooligans, punk band members, hairy bikers and the like. 
They certainly wouldn’t have viewed tattoos as desirable or tattooing as 
aspirational, or credited the skill, creativity and artistic merit of it – which is much 
the case today (Waterhouse 6).  
 
Clinton S. Sanders and D. Angus Vail’s Customizing the Body: The Art and 

Culture of Tattooing (1989) is one of the key ethnographic examinations of the practice 

of tattooing. It covers the history, anthropology, and sociology of tattooing and body 

modifications. The authors are also concerned with the experience of the tattooing as a 

career, the social implications of becoming a tattooed person, and the transformation of 

tattooing into a “serious” art form. Clinton R. Sanders is a professor in the Sociology 

Department of the University of Connecticut and specializes in qualitative methods, 

deviant behavior, cultural sociology and socio-zoology. Co-author D. Angus Vail is an 

Associate Professor of Sociology at Willamette University in Salem, Oregon.  As 

sociologists, both Sanders and Vail highlight the practice of tattooing as “deviant” 

behaviour, but in the Preface to the revised and expanded edition of their book, published 

in 2008, the authors note that there has been a significant sociological shift within 

tattooing, which they now characterize as a “cultural phenomenon.” The book describes 

three standards used in sociology to define what is considered “deviant”. The first is 

something that could cause harm, which generally relates to established social norms, 

reflected in individual perceptions of “bad” behaviour. The second symptom of deviance 

is the perception of a practice or behavior as being rare or uncommon. Their third 
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criterion relates again to socially determined norms that dictate the perception of certain 

behaviours, thoughts, and appearances as “bad”, i.e. socially undesirable. Therefore, 

anyone who is participating in these behaviours is ‘punished’ or becomes the object of 

negative social attention. As acknowledged by Sanders and Vail, tattooing has become a 

“cultural phenomenon in that it has gained great popularity in popular culture and has 

been integrated into a variety of media, which has helped to normalize both the practice 

and its participants.” Over the course of the early 2000s, television shows; TLC’s “Miami 

Ink”, “LA Ink”, and “New York Ink”, A&E’s “Inked” and “Tattoo Stories” on FUSE; 

have given a wide range of viewers access to the world of tattooing.  Such exposure has 

made the tattooed body not only more acceptable, but also desirable as an object of 

display (Sanders and Vail, ix). 

Margo DeMello, author of Bodies of Inscription: A Cultural History of the 

Modern Tattoo Community, writes about the emergence of tattooing as a popular art form 

since the 1980s.  DeMello defines herself as both an insider and an outsider in the tattoo 

community and prefaces her book with an account of her personal experience with 

tattooing. There has been a diverse group of people who have come to embrace the 

cultural, artistic and social aspects of tattooing. Her book also examines the constant shift 

between the acceptance of tattooing in the upper and lower classes, and particularly on 

the efforts made by those heavily involved in tattoo culture to downplay the working-

class heritage of tattooing in order to make tattooing acceptable to the middle-class. 

DeMello acknowledges that such shifts in the perception of tattoos from markers of the 

lower class to independent works of art have been noted by other scholars in recent years 

(DeMello 4). The changes which are found in demographics and within the tattoos 
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themselves; from a “from a standardized, formulaic design executed by a craftsmen to a 

custom designed, fine art image executed by professionally trained artists” (DeMello 4).  

Such changes in perception are part of the larger political discourse around tattooed 

bodies, and the practices of tattooing in contemporary society. 

 

Tattooing as Fine Art 

The idea of tattooing as “art” is relatively new within mainstream culture. “Body 

Art” is a term that refers to adornments and modifications to one’s physical form. Some 

practices of body art include tattooing, piercing, scarification, branding, and cosmetic 

surgery.  Among these processes of body modification tattooing is uniquely image-based 

as well as a practice with distinct technical parameters and practices, both factors which 

make it surprising that it has received such little attention from scholars of visual history.   

The promotion of tattooing to a fine art began with Jo Waterhouse’s compilation 

of Art by Tattooists Beyond Flash (2009). This book was created to showcase the 

personal artwork of tattooists. The “Flash” referred to in the title refers to the 

stereotypical repertoire of pre-designed and largely generic images associated with 

historical tattooing practices.  There are numerous publications that print images of 

tattooed works, but this book shows the tattooists as artists and includes images of their 

art making in traditional artistic mediums other than skin and ink. In recent decades, 

tattooing has shifted from a practice existing only on the periphery to being central to 

mainstream culture. Since the 1980s, mainstream culture would not have considered 

tattoos desirable, nor the practice of tattooing to be as aspirational or valued for its artistic 

skill as it is today. With the emergence of reality shows surrounding tattooists and the 
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tattoo shop, and the proliferation of tattoo magazines, tattoo artists have become 

celebrities.  These forms of popular dissemination have helped tattooing and body art to 

become socially acceptable and a new popular aesthetic that pushes the limits of the 

natural form has emerged that recognizes it as desirable (Waterhouse 6). 

In the forward to Waterhouse’s book, curator and critic Jesse Lee Denning states 

that tattooing is only in the beginning stages of taking root in the “high-brow” world of 

fine art. Denning is an Art History graduate and curator of Invisible NYC Art Gallery and 

Tattoo Studio in New York.  She believes that the current reputation of tattoo art is less 

than fine art:  

Art, in the popular view, is something that offers a pleasing or beautiful result; 
something that produces a desired aesthetic effect on its audience; something 
created by someone with superior skill. Tattooing, on the other hand, is widely 
viewed as “lowbrow”, unsophisticated, even disgusting. It is seen as somewhat 
barbaric in contrast to the sophistication and intellectual rigour of generally 
attributed to art. Regardless of one’s position on the merits of the art of tattoo, the 
worlds themselves – “tattoo” or “tattoo art” are rarely held on the same level as 
“fine art”, at least by the public at large (Waterhouse 4).  
 

It might be precisely that sentiment that has led tattooists to produce art outside of 

tattooing, chiefly flash and prints. Denning believes that because of the shift into the 

gallery space, tattooists are increasingly being recognized as “fine artists” (Waterhouse 

4).  

Within the tattoo community, debates continue as to whether the new position of 

tattoo culture is a good thing or not. There is now a greater understanding, awareness and 

appreciation for tattooing, but the most common tattoos seen decorating mass-produced 

merchandise are the traditional styles based on the traditional work of Sailor Jerry or Ed 

Hardy. Based on these classic designs and recognizable imagery, termed Flash, there are 

plenty of encyclopedic volumes dedicated to documenting the meanings and backgrounds 
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of the traditional imagery (Waterhouse 4). Waterhouse delves into a small amount of 

tattoo history because so many of the contemporary tattoo artists featured draw their 

inspiration, in part, from classical tattoo imagery. In the beginning stages of becoming a 

tattooist, all artists must learn the technique and the drawing style.  Bold contour lines, 

and simple, strong colours characterize the classical images. Contemporary tattoo artists 

take classical designs and marry them with their own stylistic elements (Waterhouse 5).  

There are three major themes present in Traditional American tattoo imagery. The 

first is death and the impermanence of life, shown through skulls and macabre images, 

originating in traditional memento mori iconography. The second theme, or group of 

themes, are life, nature and religion, featuring crucifixes, praying hands, the Virgin Mary, 

the Buddha, the Dalai Lama, or the Om symbol. The final theme is Japanese art and 

traditional tattoo designs featuring Koi fish, cherry blossoms, and dragons. Waterhouse 

further separates the Japanese iconography into death and life imagery (Waterhouse 7). 

The strength of the presence of traditional imagery varies depending on the individual 

artists. Waterhouse takes artists Guy Aitchison, Regino Gonzales, and Daniel Albrigo as 

examples of artists who have taken the fine art route with oil paintings in which subtle 

tattoo elements are still present. Guy Aitchison is quoted as saying: 

“My tattooing and painting are not even in separate categories, as far as I’m 
concerned. There is too much crossover between the two mediums to make that 
kind of separation. Sometimes a tattoo project will inspire a painting, and vice 
versa. The main difference is that with painting, I can take a more elaborate vision 
and run further with it – skin has greater limitations than canvas” (Waterhouse 8). 
 

Waterhouse writes that this is why it is impossible task to label this type of artist as just a 

tattooist.  However, Waterhouse’s characterization seems to rely on the artist’s 

production of work in more traditional, fine art media.  They are artists that use themes, 
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which Waterhouse believes to be universal and timeless, and the work they are producing 

is strong enough to stand alone in gallery spaces without explanation within the context 

of tattooing (Waterhouse 10). 

In his dissertation entitled Body Art: Body Modification as an Artistic Perspective 

(2010), Matthew Lodder investigated “body art”, in the form of tattooing and its 

concurrent procedures, and examined why tattooing has not been recognized as an art 

form within the discourses of Art History.  His work presents a case for the use of art-

historical and art-theoretical methodologies to analyze and understand body art and body 

modification practices. Lodder presents a number of problems that stem from the claim of 

artistic status. These problems include questions surrounding authorship, ownership, 

objectivity and value. Through the analysis of a series of case studies, Lodder attempts to 

resolve a number of problems related to tattoo art within visual studies (Lodder 8).  In 

order to understand the problematization that Lodder posits, it is necessary to understand 

the distinctions between art historical discourse and the discourses of Visual Culture in 

the analysis of tattoo art. Lodder is one of the only art historians to tackle the problem of 

body art and, in his work, he has made the first steps in locating tattooing as a visual 

practice. 

 

Visual Culture 

What is Visual Culture? W. J. T. Mitchell explains it best in his 2002 article, 

Showing Seeing: A Critique of Visual Culture. The article begins with a series of 

questions that famously interrogate this new area of study:   

What is visual culture or visual studies? Is it an emergent discipline, a passing 
moment of interdisciplinary turbulence, a research topic, a field or subfield of 
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cultural studies, media studies, rhetoric and communication, art history, or 
aesthetics? Does it have a specific object of research, or is it a grab-bag of 
problems left over from respectable, well-established disciplines? If it is a field, 
what are its boundaries and limiting definitions? Should it be institutionalized as 
an academic structure, made into a department or given programmatic status, with 
all the appurtenances of syllabi, textbooks, prerequisites, requirements, and 
degrees? How should it be taught? What would it mean to profess visual culture 
in a way that is more than improvisatory (Mitchell 165)? 

I found great solace in this article, since Mitchell admits that after years of teaching 

Visual Culture, he is still unable to answer all of these questions. As an important voice 

in the fields of art history, aesthetics, and media studies, as well as a teacher, Mitchell 

offers his own insights into the future of visual studies.  When initially approaching the 

question, “What is visual culture?” I was confronted with an overwhelming array of 

possibilities. My initial answer would have been that it was an impossible question to 

answer, since the parameters of the field are so broad as to make it indefinable. The 

discipline of Visual Culture is still quite new and is, by nature, indefinable, continuing to 

grow and expand until a general consensus might be reached as to what limits should be 

established.   In his article entitled, What Are They Doing to Art History? Scott Heller 

explains the expansive nature of this evolving discipline to include new scholarly 

territories:  

“With the passing of the leading lights and their students, and the social and 
political upheavals of the 1960s, art history has branched out to include a variety of 
approaches, all of which compete with connoisseurship. And once-revised “low” or 
popular culture is now considered appropriate for study alongside “high” or fine-art 
culture. The watershed moment in the ascendance of this “new art history” came in 
1980 with the appointment of the Marxist art historian T.J. Clark to a position in the 
fine-arts department at Harvard, until then known as a bastion of connoisseurship. 
Always a small and relatively conservative field, art history has proven surprisingly 
elastic, stretching to accommodate the new without breaking – so far” (Heller 2).  

 

The origins of Visual Culture as part of the “new” art history, can be traced back to 1972, 

when the British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) aired the series entitled, Ways of 
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Seeing. Created by John Berger, Ways of Seeing was conceived in response to Kenneth 

Clark’s series, Civilization, which aired on the BBC a few years earlier in 1969.  The four 

episodes of Ways of Seeing were structured to include many aspects of the human 

interaction with art, which were not entirely addressed by Clark in his twelve episode 

series. Though they are both leaders in their fields as art critics and historians, each 

represents a separate school of thought.  Clark was known for his traditional and cultured 

knowledge of the world, and Berger was the face of a new generation of art history that 

encompassed various disciplines, known as the “new” art history.  

To this point I have been referring to visual culture and the new art history as the 

same, but they are not. There is a great deal of overlap, but there are key differences 

between them. The term “New Art History” was first used publically at a conference held 

by Middlesex Polytechnic and Block Magazine 1982. The term was paired with a 

question mark to show the uncertainty in its use.  Reese and Borzello reference Mark 

Roskill’s book, What is Art History? (1974), as a complete sum of the traditional 

approach to art history. According to that book, the aspects that traditional art historians 

are concerned with are, “style, attributions, dating, authenticity, rarity, reconstruction, 

detection or forgery, the rediscovery of forgotten artists and the meanings of pictures” 

(Borzello 2). Roskill had also used a question mark in his book title but while he might 

have been able to definitively answer the inquiry he posed, defining the “new art history” 

remained an open process. Rees and Borzello wrote that Roskill, “…explained and 

classified, but he did not question” (Borzello and Reese 4). The place of the new art 

history is, in fact, to question both art and the society that values it. They question the 

status of art, assumptions about what constitutes art, and why a piece may be termed as 
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“art” and given value in the first place (Borzello and Reese 4). Even the founders of art 

history as a discipline are questioned. In order to produce objective study, the new art 

historians proclaim loudly their political and social beliefs, and maintain a self-

consciousness about their own points of view when questioning the conclusions of earlier 

art historians  (Borzello and Reese 4). 

 Even if this great change does not add up to a new art history, there has been a 

great shift in art history as a discourse. The shift has made words like connoisseurship, 

quality, style, and genius, which are used frequently in traditional art history, taboo. A 

new set of terms have been derived from the new art history. These include, “ideology, 

patriarchy, class, methodology, and other terms which betray their origins in the social 

sciences” (Borzello and Reese 4). This is linked to a new school of thought that links art 

closely with the society that produces and consumes it – rather than just as a product of 

the genius of the artist. Art history, in the traditional form, has been revolutionary itself. 

Its origins stem from nineteenth-century rationalism in Europe. This historical practice 

removed objects from their original religious or aristocratic origins and placed them into 

a historical scheme (Borzello and Reese 7). Initially, Wolfflin and Reigl founded art 

history on the principles of formal analysis.  In the 1920s, Edgar Wind and Erwin 

Panofsky led a movement which emphasized the importance of the cultural and historical 

context of art over formal elements. German scholars in the 1930s, within their departure 

from fascism, and following their desire for accurate knowledge and intellectual 

earnestness, converted art history in Germany from a focus on the connoisseur to a true 

academic discipline (Borzello and Reese 7).  In Kenneth Clark’s series Civilization, 

mentioned earlier, Clark presents the art to the viewer as a product of the artist’s genius 
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(Borzello and Reese 8).  In contrast, in Ways of Seeing, John Berger presents works of art 

as part of a wider cultural context.  

With that explanation of the new art history, it is possible to understand the 

emergence of visual culture.   In What is Visual Culture?, Nicholas Mirzoeff cautions that 

our existence in the “new” visual world can be confusing because being an observer of 

the new visual culture is not equivalent to understanding it. There is a fracture between 

the “visual experience in visual culture” and the capacity to analyze that experience, and 

Mirzoeff says that this is why we need to study Visual Culture. Visual Culture is a way of 

looking at all things visual; as Mirzoeff says: “It is not just a part of your everyday life, it 

is your everyday life” (Mirzoeff 3).  Visual experience plays a key role in modern 

everyday life. As the role of visual experience changes, the human relationship with the 

visual also changes and so must the approaches relating to art. Following the model set 

out by Mitchell’s critique of visual culture, he makes it his first order of business to 

distinguish between visual studies and visual culture. Visual studies are the field of study, 

while visual culture is the object of study. In effect, “Visual Studies is the study of visual 

culture” (Mitchell 166).   

In postmodernism, the spoken word has been regarded as the highest intellectual 

practice and the visual was seen as secondary. The emergence of visual culture has 

altered this precedence through the development of “picture theory,” a term coined by 

Mitchell in 1994:  

“The realization that spectatorship (the look, the gaze, the glance, and practices of 
observation, surveillance and visual pleasure) may be as deep a problem as 
various forms of reading (decipherment, decoding, interpretation, etc.) and that 
“visual experience” or “visual literacy” might not be fully explicable in the model 
of textuality” (Mirzoeff 5). 
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It is not possible for pictures to be purely visual. The visual will get in the way of any 

attempts to define culture in solely linguistic terms. In his section on visualizing, 

Mirzoeff writes that one of the most defining features of visual culture is its ability to 

visualize things that are not themselves visual. Instead of solely focusing on features that 

are often assumed to be excluded, visual culture includes the study of the reasons for 

modern and postmodern culture to have such an emphasis placed on presenting 

experiences in a visual form (Mirzoeff 6).   Mirzoeff quotes Martin Heidgger, a German 

philosopher who was the first to call attention to this development in 1977, pointing out:  

A world picture… does not mean a picture of the world but the world 
 conceived and grasped as a picture…. The world picture does not change 
from an earlier medieval one into a modern one, but rather the fact that the 
world becomes picture at all is what distinguishes the essence of the 
modern age (Mirzoeff 6).   
 

Visual culture is not dependent on pictures, but instead the modern tendency to picture or 

visualize that has developed. In the medieval world, there was no difference between the 

image and the actual form. So, in contrast, in this modern “age of mechanical 

reproduction,” as termed by Walter Benjamin, we are capable of making limitless 

reproductions that are indistinguishable from one another. There are many points of 

origin to this concept – from the economy of the eighteenth century to the diagnostic 

medieval gaze, and the introduction of photography as a way to define reality in the early 

part of the nineteenth century (Mirzoeff 7).  At this point we can see the potential 

uncertainty in the theories of the visual experience that are dealt with through aesthetic 

studies. If the history of images and visual forms are dealt with in Art History, then where 

does that leave visual culture? Mitchell puts forth this question:  

“Visual studies, then, is from a certain familiar disciplinary point of view, quite 
unnecessary. We don’t need it. It adds on a vague, ill-defined body of issues that 
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are covered quite adequately within the existing academic structure of knowledge. 
And yet, here it is, cropping up as a kind of quasi-field or pseudo-discipline, 
complete with anthologies, courses, debates, conferences, and professors. The 
only question is: what is visual studies a symptom of? Why has this unnecessary 
thing appeared?” (Mitchell 167).  
 

 The answer is given by Jacques Derrida who called it the “dangerous supplement” and 

Mitchell answers that question with another:  

“Visual studies stands in an ambiguous relation to Art History and 
Aesthetics. On the one hand, it functions as an internal complement to these 
fields, a way of filling in a gap. If art history is about visual images, and aesthetics 
about the senses, what could be more natural than a subdiscipline that would 
focus on visuality as such, linking aesthetics and art history around the problems 
of light optics, visual apparatuses and experience, the eye as a perceptual organ, 
the scopic drive, etc.?” (Mitchell 167).  
 
There are such a large number of disciplines that have the potential to come into 

contact with Visual Culture that it would be impossible to address them all, so to set 

some parameters, this paper will mainly address the core fields of study which combine 

art history, critical theory, anthropology, cultural studies, and philosophy, converging on 

the facets of each which rely on visual culture.  After understanding the role of visual 

culture and how it came to be, we can ask what is in the future for visual culture?  At the 

rate that technology has been evolving, it is safe to say that visual culture has staying 

power. On the other hand, though, Mirzoeff believes that within the academic world, 

there are some who are concerned with making sure visual culture is eliminated as a field 

of study.  The dismissal of the field can be seen, in part, as the intellectual elite taking 

sides with “avant-garde theories of modernism” in coalition with the privileges provided 

to the wealthy. Even Rosalind Krauss, the author of The Originality of the Avant-Garde 

and Other Modernist Myths and When Works Fail, and founder of October, feels that 

under the name of visual culture, art history students are not receiving the necessary skills 
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needed to interpret art made in different media. She says that the students are actually 

being trained in visual studies, not art history or visual culture (Heller 4).  This places 

visual culture in the space of the “underdog,” which may be helpful to it in the long run, 

as that is an advantaged place in academia. Cultural studies in the United States, for 

example, are an emerging interdisciplinary field. In the early 1990s, there was a great 

deal of interest and excitement surrounding cultural studies, but it has become lost in a 

crisis of contemporary visuality. It seems that practitioners are more concerned with 

creating new degrees in old liberal arts structures than with fixing the current crisis. 

Mirzoeff’s solution to this problem is to create new methods of doing post-disciplinary 

work, and not trying to squeeze new methods into old paradigms (Mirzoeff 10).    

 

Tattoos and Visual Culture 

 Addressing the topic of tattoos from the perspective of visual culture, Mindy 

Fenske, in Tattoos in American Visual Culture (2007), argues that tattoos function as 

cultural representations, and are also performative.  Tattoos do something for the owner 

and the viewer; the owner has chosen their tattoos and has presented the tattoos to be 

viewed subjectively. This is especially true in the carnival, freak show, or dime museum 

settings, where the tattoos have been deliberately put on display. In her analysis, Fenske 

draws on W.J.T. Mitchell’s picture theory from What Do Pictures Want? and Picture 

Theory,  for an understanding of images as if they are alive. Here, the images position the 

viewer and their action demands a reaction. Using this approach when dealing with 

tattoos is helpful because tattoos express one’s identity while also creating an identity. 

Tattoos are not just evidence of transgressive practices in an effort to reject body ideals or 
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mainstream culture.  They are subjective markers of identity positioned between the self 

and the viewer. It is because of the position of tattoo culture within mainstream culture 

that tattoos become performative. In The Tyranny of the Spectacle: Tattooed Bodies in 

Contemporary Visual Culture, a dissertation written by Kerri A. Horine, the author 

examines the role of the spectacle in contemporary visual culture, and ways in which it 

has permeated various forms of “high art” and “lowbrow art”. Focusing specifically on 

tattoo imagery, Horine follows the tattoo motif through film, television, and literature, to 

contemporary artists who are known for the use of tattoo imagery in their work. The 

tattoo has given the body new opportunity for meaning, when it has been traditionally 

understood as a unified whole. Tattooing enables the ever–lasting opportunity for new 

images and new interpretations (Horine 3-7). 

 

Collecting  

Susan Stewart frames the figure of the collector in her book, On Longing: 

Narratives of the Miniature, the Gigantic, the Souvenir, the Collection by noting that 

when the body is the primary mode of perceiving scale, some amplification must take 

place to balance the body as it extends into immediate experiences. The image of the 

body is therefore projected or objectified into the world. Any problems imagining the 

body are suggestive of problems with viewing the self as a place, an object, and an agent 

concurrently. Stewart goes on to examine a few ways in which the body and the world 

determine the limits of each other. The first example is the grotesque body found in 

carnivals. In this instance, because the body is a concurrent agent, the image and the body 

are not detached. When looking at the scaled-down world of the freak show, the body 
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becomes inactive and is made into an object that offers itself to possession. Freak shows 

are commonly understood as a showcase of the grotesque, and Stewart points out that the 

separation that this creates between the audience and the subject makes it an “inverse 

display of perfection” (Stewart 132).  Through the acknowledgement of typical freaks in 

any era, we can gain an understanding of the same era’s standardization or normality.  

 The impulse to collect stems from the pursuit of an authentic experience, and 

correspondingly the pursuit of an authentic object to stand in the place of authentic 

experience. Therefore, the object becomes a critical part of the individual’s collection of 

experiences.   Experiences are so abstracted that the lived experience of the body 

becomes superseded by the idea of contact and presence. An “authentic experience” is 

positioned beyond the grasp of current experiences. With the distance that is placed 

between the self and the lived experience, the self is replaced by an object and becomes a 

memory that exists outside of the self. This positioning creates access and a lack of 

significance. Because the memory exists outside of the bodily experience, there are 

meanings involved that we will never fully grasp. There is a fragmenting of the body that 

happens in the confusion of the immediate experience, and it is during this act that the 

social is composed.  

In 1941 Mr. Tomainey, the giant featured in the Strate’s Carnival in Washington, 

D.C. would typically close the giant and half-lady show by saying:  

“And notice the size of the hands – Watch the hand please – and the size of  
the ring I have here, so large you can pass a silver dollar right through  
the center of the ring 

Watch this, a silver half dollar right through the giant lucky ring, believe  
      it or not 
Right through the center of the ring 
Now each one of these rings have my name and occupation engraved on    

them, and I’m going to pass them out not for souvenirs, and this is how  
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I  do it 
I have here a little booklet, tells you about our married life, has the life story,  

photographs of both of us and ten questions and answers pertaining to our 
married life and  

Now all you care to know about us two is in this booklet 
Now we sell the booklet for $0.10 and for each booklet we give away one  
     of these giant lucky rings 
Now if you care to take home an interesting souvenir of the circus, hold up    

your dimes and I’ll be very glad to wait on you $0.10 is all they are” (Stewart 
134). 
 

Tomainey’s carnival barker patter perfectly encompasses the means by which experience 

is translated into the souvenir. The custom of receiving or purchasing a souvenir of an 

experience is of course not only limited to freak shows. The ability of objects to exist as 

traces of an authentic experience is epitomized by the souvenir (Stewart 135). Souvenirs 

propose normality and authenticate the viewers’ experience.  In the case of the freak 

show, the souvenir is able to domesticate the grotesque. Through the giant’s ring, the 

experience is internalized and the grotesque figure is taken home in the form of the 

souvenir.  

 Souvenirs are sought for events that are not repeatable. We desire souvenirs to 

take the place of a materiality that has escaped us, and now exists only within a narrative 

of the experience.  The souvenir is representative of both the primary experience of the 

maker and the secondary experience of the possessor. The object often does not possess 

any value, but exists in an attempt to fill an unappeasable longing (Stewart 135).  Stewart 

offers this analogy for the substitution of power within the souvenir, “As experience is to 

an imagined point of authenticity, so narrative is to the souvenir. The souvenir displaces 

the point of authenticity as it itself becomes the point of origin for narrative. Such a 

narrative cannot be generalized to encompass the experience of anyone; it pertains only 

to the possessor of the object” (Stewart 135). 
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 Dean MacCannell in his work on tourism describes some typical souvenirs, which 

include matchbooks, postcards, pencils, ashtrays, or dishcloths, purchased with the 

intention of retaining a memory, and not for their traditional functionality. When an 

image is reduced to the size of a souvenir, like a post card, the monumentality of the 

original experience is reduced to a miniature and appropriated within the sole view of the 

individual (Stewart 139).  The Tattoo collections can be also placed into the category of 

souvenirs. It is the tattoos that transfer the experiences of an individual onto a space that 

exists externally, in this case, on the surface of the skin. In doing so, they delimit the 

body as a site of inscription, while simultaneously projecting that body onto the world.   

 

Collecting Tattoos 

At this point, theories of collecting can be applied to collectors in the world of 

tattooing.  The reasons for getting tattooed are as numerous as the people getting the 

tattoos. Just like collecting any other type of art, tattoos can be collected in a variety of 

ways and with endless motives. What should remain consistent is the understanding of 

what is quality work, and what is not. In Tattoos are like potato chips… you can’t have 

just one: the process of becoming and being a collector, Angus Vail discusses the process 

of becoming a tattoo collector. In this article, Vail identifies the “tattoo collector” as 

subcultural jargon for an individual who becomes heavily tattooed (Vail 253). This 

definition does not have to refer solely to collectors of fine art tattoos, but I have 

followed Vail in emphasizing that particular category. Collectors of fine art tattoos are 

interested in pursuing the work and style of particular artists. Tattoo collectors acquire 

their knowledge of tattoos and how to interpret them from other tattooed people.  In an 
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article featured in the New Tribalism issue of TattooTime, Ted Brachfeld examines the 

deliberate approach   collectors take when selecting their artist.  (Hardy, New Tribalism 

24).  Their decisions are very deliberate and will be reflective of the personality of the 

collector. The tattoo community is dependent on those who are committed to tattooing as 

a legitimate art form. New artists are often handicapped by the lack of opportunities to 

exercise their skills and develop new techniques. An already established artist will be 

continuously doing repetitive work in the style that gained them their success. Brachfeld 

suggests that it is in the hands of collectors who trust the skill of their respected artists to 

give them the canvas to push their boundaries.  There is more than personal expression 

involved in being a tattoo collector, they have entered into a community that, just like 

other areas of the arts, is responsible for keeping itself alive (Hardy, New Tribalism 25).   
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Chapter 2:  ‘Living Museums’ – Collecting Tattoos on the Body 

The idea of the “tattoo collector” comes from a shift in the way that tattoos are 

obtained and worn. Though tattoo collectors are often heavily tattooed, they frequently 

differ from the majority of heavily tattooed people in the way that they select their 

tattoos.  The term tattoo collector is a term used in subcultural groups to describe a 

person who becomes heavily tattooed or “builds a collection” of art on their skin. Sanders 

and Vail attribute the shift to the convergence of artistic standards and the capabilities of 

the tattooers, the prevalence of tattoo shops, and the decreased stigma surrounding visible 

tattoos (Sanders and Vail 169).  Becoming a tattoo collector, one must undergo a learning 

process, first by making a decision to collect and then by engaging with the social world 

of tattoo collectors, including both artists and other collectors.  Prospective collectors 

must learn the process of interpreting their own collecting within the context of their own 

bodies and experience.  In “Tattoos are like potato chips…” Vail begins with the 

proposition that deviance is learned and examines how those responsible for the growth 

of the popularity of tattooing become tattoo collectors. For evidence that tattooing was 

indeed growing in popularity, Vail cites reports made by American Business Information, 

Inc. that show the tattoo industry listed among the top six growth businesses for 1996 

(Vail 253).  This growth may have impacted the legalization of tattooing in New York 

City February 25, 1997, after 37 years (Kennedy, par. 1). In sociological literature, 

deviance is understood as a learned behaviour, but while tattooing has been discussed as 

a deviant practice, tattoo collecting has not.  

Vail uses Matza’s 1969 theories to examine ways in which an individual becomes 

a collector. These include Affinity, Affiliation, and Signification. In Matza’s theory of 
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Affinity, one must want to become deviant, and in this case, even though tattooing is less 

marginal than it once was, want to become a tattoo collector. Written in his field notes, 

Vail had noticed that people often expressed themselves differently understood 

themselves as a tattooed person, versus being a person with tattoos. A tattoo collection is 

also a new self-concept, and identifying as a tattoo collector (Vail 260). That self-concept 

is also part of Matza’s theory of Affiliation. This element of learning, the subject is 

converted to become a collector. They are taught how to be deviant through interactions 

with successful deviants. Therefore, as Vail writes, “affinity and affiliation work together 

in creating deviance and deviants” (Vail 261). Matza’s final element of becoming a 

collector is Signification. This involves the way a person alters their life and their actions 

once they understand themselves as deviants. Their actions will change to match what 

“that type” of person would do (Vail 265). For tattoo collectors, this impacts how they 

understand their collections and how they will display them. Once a person identifies as a 

collector, they begin to plan how their future tattoos will fit on the canvas and along side 

the tattoos that they already possess (Vail 266).  

Becoming a tattoo collector involves physical, psychological and subcultural 

transformations. The way the skin looks is changed, but it also changes the way the 

person with tattoos is understood by others. Becoming a collector involves developing an 

understanding of what aesthetics are suitable for their collection and what style or motif 

would best express their ideals.  The images that are chosen are representative of the 

person who has chosen them, as well as those who influenced their choices (Vail 258). 

The meanings of specific tattoos are unique to each individual, but collectors learn how 

to shape their collections from others (Vail 259). In the subculture of tattooing, a tattoo 
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collection is commonly referred to as a body suit. (Vail 254).  The term emphasizes the 

inextricability of the tattoos from the body of the wearer. 

Vail based his research on interviews conducted interviews at a tattoo convention 

in the south-eastern United States. He does not include the name or date of the 

convention, but he specifies that it spanned four-days and took place in the period just 

proceeding his 1999 publication. The interviews were semi-structured and the 

participants included both artists and collectors. Formal interviews were also conducted 

with artists and collectors based in California and Connecticut, and supplemented by 

informal conversations with artists and collectors in many other locations. Vail’s insights 

also stem from his own experience within that tattoo community and as a tattooed person. 

His secondary research stems from videos that examine fine-art tattooists based in the 

San Francisco Bay area: Tattoo City, Tattooing Reality: Hardy & Associates Make Their 

Marks, and Frisco Skin and Tattoo Ink (Vail 256).  As addressed in Chapter One of this 

thesis, although tattooing and those involved with it has grown to be an area of research 

in many scholarly fields, art history and visual culture studies have barely scratched the 

surface of tattoo studies.  

 When a person becomes a tattoo collector, it is a transformative experience, not 

only in a physical sense.   The physical transformation is of course the most obvious and 

significant transformation, but the psychological and subcultural transformations are also 

important to examine. Altering the appearance of one’s skin also changes the way that 

others perceive you.  Types of collecting and characteristics of individuals who collect 

are discussed by Jean Baudrillard in The System of Collecting.  It is Baudrillard’s belief 

that at its core, collecting is derived from passion. The French word objet has several 
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meanings, including: “Anything which is the cause or subject of a passion. Figuratively 

and most typically: the loved object” as defined in the Littré dictionary (Elsner and 

Cardinal 7). The objects of passion that inspire collections, outlined by Baudrillard, are: 

First, the collected objects are functional and either utilized or simply processed by their 

owner; Second, the collection is created because of the love and enthusiasm of the 

collector; Third, a collection of pets, which fills a role midway between a person and an 

object; Fourth, the social notoriety gained from possessing a rare or unique object; Fifth, 

the pursuit of an object that is unique enough to epitomize ones collection; Sixth, objects 

that are involved in repetition or habit; Seventh, the problem of temporality and the loss 

of a sense the present; Eighth, the jealousy system which associates  prestige with the 

possession of an object; Ninth, regressive perversion and the fetishizing of deconstructed 

parts (Elsner and Cardinal 7-24).  

         We can take these modes off collecting and apply them to tattoo collectors. Within 

my research, the attribute most commonly expressed is passion for tattooing and the 

culture surrounding it. Delving further into the social aspects of tattooing, other 

motivations for collecting also arise. Tattoo collectors will spend large amounts of time 

and money to have a tattoo from an artist that they admire. Having a tattoo done by a 

notable artist gives notoriety to the collector, as well as to anyone who might be able to 

recognize the artwork. When considering the imaged chosen to have tattooed and the way 

they are combined on the body say a great deal about the individual who has chosen them 

(Vail 258).  But as visible signs that operate in a world of images, they are also subject to 

interpretation. The following tattoo collectors have had their stories featured in magazine 

and newspaper articles because of their dedication, enthusiasm for tattooing, and the 
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impressive collections that they have amassed.  In this chapter, as part of the emergent 

study of tattoo collecting in the context of visual culture, I examine various traditional 

tattoo collectors and their collecting behaviours. 

 

Tattoo Collectors 

Sean Herman is a tattoo artist and blogger for Tattoo Artist Magazine.  While 

working at Hell City, an annual tattoo festival, Herman encountered a few tattoo 

collectors that were seeking him out specifically to be tattooed by him. He describes 

collectors as a “whole different breed of client getting tattooed,” because they pursue 

specific tattoo artists with the intention of getting a piece that signifies that artist’s work 

(Herman, Part 1, par. 1).   It is not the subject matter of the piece that is important, it is 

the work of the artist. For that reason, it is an honour for an artist to tattoo a collector. 

After his encounters at Hell City, Herman decided to have a few collectors share their 

stories for the Tattoo Artist Magazine blog.  

 

Jason Taylor 

The first featured collector was Jason Taylor from Gulf Breeze, Florida. When 

they first met at a party, Taylor had a collection of pieces from Gunnar, Jesse Smith, 

Scott Irwin, and a number of other respected tattoo artists. He had travelled extensively to 

be tattooed by these artists. After their meeting, Taylor asked Herman to tattoo a piece for 

him, and before long, one piece turned into five. Spending an extensive amount of time 

together, the pair bonded over their life struggles and the efforts they have individually 

made to live positive lives.  
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Image 1: Jason Taylor 

Jason Taylor has a great deal of respect for tattooing as a practice that predates his 

existence by thousands of years.  It was the traditional black panther tattoos crawling up 

each of his grandfather’s biceps that sparked Taylor’s interest in tattooing. He was always 

interested in art, but it was the permanence of tattooing that fascinated him most. He was 

fond of the idea of carrying the art with you on your skin. When he was 13 years old, 

Taylor tried to give himself his first tattoo with a needle wrapped in thread and India ink 

from art class. The original design was a cross in his thigh, but it has since turned into a, 

“small black blob.”  His next tattoo came shortly after his eighteenth birthday, and was 

done by a biker he encountered.  A year later, Taylor got a third tattoo while he was 

serving with the United States Air Force and stationed in Texas.  By his own admission, 
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these early tattoos were nothing to be proud of, and nothing like the tattoos that he has 

seen in tattoo magazines. When Taylor realized that the quality of a tattoo typically 

reflects the amount that you pay for it, he began to get tattooed more regularly. The first 

artist that caught Taylor’s attention was Gunnar Gaylord, and he followed Gunnar’s work 

for ten years before he was finally tattooed by him. After also seeing his work in a 

magazine, Taylor sought out Will Lollie for a tattoo. He had such a positive experience, 

he decided to be patient and only get tattooed by artists whose tattoo work he admired. 

Tattoo collectors are commonly motivated by the pursuit of particular artists to have a 

piece of their artwork tattooed. Some collectors choose to only be tattooed by a single 

artist that they admire, but in Taylor’s opinion those who only patronize a single artist are 

selling themselves short. It gives him a great deal of joy to be able to look at art everyday 

from those artists he considers the best in the business.  

 

Jason Cornell 

Sean Herman’s first encounters with Jason Cornell happened much earlier than he 

had originally thought.  Herman is a fan of tattoo artist Shawn Barber, and followed his 

career through Internet channels. One of Barber’s pieces that Herman found memorable 

was a set of three skulls above a knee. Looking at a skull tattooed by another artist, 

Herman was surprised to see the three skulls tattooed by Barker beneath it. Then, 

recognizing the work of more and more admired artists, he soon realized that all of these 

skulls were all on a single person, Jason Cornell.   Cornell had tattoos of skulls covering 

his leg, creating a collection of skulls by artist that he admired, and when the leg was 

completely covered, he posted it online to be for the appreciation of others in the tattoo 
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community who would be able to recognize the artwork of the artist that had contributed 

to the piece. In this was Cornell was able to gain satisfaction from the prestige of having 

these tattoos.  It was a few months later when Herman received an email from Cornell 

saying that he would like his forearm to be tattooed by Herman at the annual tattoo 

festival, Hell City.  When the pair got to Hell City, Cornell arrived prepared with a bag of 

snacks and drinks; he was obviously a seasoned collector who was just in love with 

tattooing.  

Cornell incidentally became a collector as part of the preparations for his son’s 

birth. At the time, he had a few tattoos, but would not have considered himself a 

collector.  His son was due to be born in the middle of the sign of the Lion (Leo), so 

Cornell set out to find an artist that would be able to tattoo a realistic lion cub. While 

doing his research, Cornell came across the work of Mike Devries.  He made an 

appointment right away, but fortunately for Cornell, Devries had a significant waiting 

list. Cornell’s son was born a Virgo instead of a Leo. Having time to consider what he 

would like to have tattooed instead of a lion cub, Cornell decided to have a skull tattooed 

on him. He considered this appointment the beginning of his life as a tattoo collector.  

Referring back to the work of Baudrillard, in The System of Collecting, a person becomes 

a collector when they gain interest in the culture of their collection.  By this definition, a 

true collector aspires to discriminate between objects, privileging those that hold some 

value (Elsner and Cardinal 22).  After already spending so much time researching tattoo 

artists, Cornell put together a list of tattoo artists that he would ideally like to be tattooed 

by, calling it his “Tattoo Dream Team List.” He decided to maintain the skull theme to 

cover his entire leg, and when he reached out to the artists to propose his project they 
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were all very excited. Some of the artists who had lengthy, yearlong waiting lists were 

fitting Cornell into their schedules in only a few weeks.   

 

Image 2: Jason Cornell 

 

Image 3: Sean Herman tattooing Jason Cornell at Hell City 
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Image 4: Jason Cornell’s Skull Tattoo Collection 

 

At the time that the article was written in 2012, Cornell had tattoos by Aric Taylor, Mike 

Devries, Carlos Torres, Jeff Gogué, Bugs, Nikko, Robert Hernandez, Bob Tyrrell, 

Stefano Alcantara, Phil Garcia, Goethe, Adrian Dominic, Jeff Ensminger, Sean Herman, 

Jonathan Montalvo, YZ, FAT, Carlos Rojas, Jason Butcher, Derek Noble, Juan Salgado, 

Shawn Barber and Joshua Carlton; these artists are all well known names in the tattoo 

world. Cornell believes that he was initially motivated by the thrill of the chase. The 

more big-name artists that got involved, the more excited Cornell got.  He uses the term 

“tattoo encounter” instead of the common “tattoo session” because he finds tattooing to 

be a very personal experience. There is a prominent social element that is part of the 

experience of tattoo collectors. Tattooing often dictates particular forms of socialization. 
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In the case of collectors, many exhibit pilgrimage behaviour and will travel great 

distances and spend a lot of time being tattooed by their selected artists, as well as 

congregating at tattoo conventions. There is obviously a sizeable level of trust that is 

involved with having someone permanently modifying your body.  You are also left with 

a permanent and individual record of your encounter with the artist, something that is 

unique to the tattoo experience.  

 

Y’all 

In the third installment of Sean Herman’s spotlight on tattoo collectors, he writes 

about Y’all. His first encounter with Y’all was when he saw photos of him getting 

tattooed by Tim Kern.  His enthusiastic grin and obvious love for tattooing stuck with 

Herman. Over the course of Hell City in 2012, Herman and Y’all were introduced by a 

few mutual friends and, at the very end of the festival; Y’all approached Herman to tattoo 

him. Y’all has been tattooed by everyone from Robert Hernandez to Filip Leu and, 

knowing that, Herman was delighted and agreed.  Y’all wanted his entire thumb tattooed, 

and initially Herman was hesitant because the ink was likely to fall out and with Y’all 

living in Puerto Rico, he would not be around to touch up the tattoo.   Despite all of his 

efforts to talk him out of it, Y’all knew what he wanted and Herman finally agreed to the 

thumb tattoo. 

Y’all has always understood art and music to be unifying forces. He has a tattooed 

portrait of Picasso who is quoted as saying, “Art washes away from the soul the dust of 

everyday life.” His passion for tattooing has led him to meet may people who he 

considers to be his family.  He was drawn to tattooing by the idea of having beautiful, 
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custom art, created to be worn on a body forever.  Collectors focus on pursuing particular 

artists, not what the details of the tattoos will be. This detail is what separates them from 

the average tattooed person. Y’all does not seek meaning from his tattoos, he enjoys them 

as art and as custom creations that people he respects have designed for his body.  

 

Image 5: Y’all 

 

Image 6: Y’all 
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Victor Mäntyranta 

 I was introduced to Victor Mäntyranta’s story through a chance encounter with a 

former resident of Lester County, Kentucky who still holds a subscription to her local 

newspaper, The Mountain Eagle. She told me about an artist in Lester County, named 

John Haywood, who was featured in the local newspaper because Victor Mäntyranta had 

travelled nearly 5000 miles, from Pajala, Sweden to Whitesburg, Kentucky, to be tattooed 

by Haywood at his studio, The Parlor Room on January 7, 2013.  Mäntyranta travelled 

for over 24 hours to receive a tattoo that covered his entire chest and took 13 hours over 

two days. The image features a female figure playing a guitar and a small table holding a 

Bible, a lit oil lamp and a bottle of alcohol.  It was Mäntyranta’s love of folk, and 

specifically Appalachian music, that eventually landed him in contact with Haywood, 

who is also known for playing the mountain banjo.  Mäntyranta is quoted in the article as 

saying, “I had always wanted to buy a painting of (Haywood’s),”  “but then I found out 

he does the tattooing as well. So why not buy a painting on the body?” Haywood said that 

he was given a lot of liberties with the design of the tattoo, so he looked to social media 

sites to get to know more about Mantyranta.  For his part, Mäntyranta received his first 

tattoo art the age of 12, and prior to this chest piece, he had full tattoo sleeves covering 

each of his arms.  
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Image 7: Victor Mäntyranta’s tattoo by John Haywood 

 

Image 8: John Haywood tattooing Victor Mäntyranta 
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Image 9: Victor Mäntyranta 

 

Image 10: Victor Mäntyranta and John Haywood at The Parlor Room studio 
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Tattooed Performers 

Tattooed performers from circuses and sideshows of the late nineteenth and early 

twentieth centuries, especially the tattooed ladies, were also tattoo collectors, but their 

motivation and style of collecting differs from the current typical definition of “tattoo 

collectors”.  By choosing to be completely tattooed and pursuing a career presenting 

themselves as a spectacle to be viewed by others, female tattooed performers would have 

been defying cultural norms by not choosing to follow traditional assumptions about 

beauty and by pursuing non-traditional career paths.  In the late 1910s, there was a new 

generation of tattooed ladies who could be seen in the circus sideshows. The original 

tattooed ladies that began performing during the 1880s would have been tattooed “by 

hand” with a needle poking holes into the skin one at a time. Among these women were 

Annie Howard, Irene Woodward, and Nora Hildebrandt, who inspired a new generation 

of performers. There is no definite beginning point when western women began getting 

tattooed, but Margo Mifflin, in Bodies of Subversion: A Secret History of Women and 

Tattoo, points out that it was roughly half a century after tattooed sailors began 

displaying their tattoos in the streets of port cities. Irene Woodward is known to have 

started exhibiting her tattooed skin after she witnessed Captain Consentenus, a Greek 

tattooed man who began touring with P.T. Barnam in the early 1870s. The tattooed 

performer’s rumored salary of $1000 per week was likely also a factor in the decision of 

Woodward and many others who pursued careers as tattooed performers. The rise in 

tattooed ladies has also been linked to waves of feminism. Rising industrialization and  
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Image 11: Captain Constentenus, tattooed man, 1864 
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the growing trend toward women working outside of the home was encouraging of this 

non-traditional career path (Mifflin 13).   

Needless to say, the hand-poke tattoo technique would have been both painful and 

time consuming.   By the early twentieth century, tattoo technology had improved and the 

process of becoming tattooed was much easier than it had been in the past, aided by 

Thomas Edison’s invention of the electronic pen, or “protophotocopier”, in 1875. The 

pen was a, “hand-held, motor-driven device with an oscillating needle intended to prick a 

sheet of paper. ‘Writing’ with an electric pen resulted in words that were drawn as strings 

of tiny, closely spaced holes. The paper, when placed in a special frame, became a 

stencil, the master copy in a simple, inexpensive form of printing,” as described in David 

Morton’s article, Tattooing: The Technology For The Mass Production Of Tattoos 

Originated And Quickly Matured In The Nineteenth Century. Removing Them Still Hasn’t 

Caught Up. Edison’s invention was never really successful as an office machine, but in 

1891 Samuel O’Reilly patented his modification of this device, called a “tattoo gun.” 

This new machine was able to make up to 3000 skin pricks per minute, about 15 times 

faster than what is possible by hand (Morton). The process continues to be painful and 

time consuming, but much less so.  

For Anna Gibbons, most commonly known during her 50-year career by her stage 

name 'Astoria, tattooed girl and human arts gallery,' becoming a tattooed performer was a 

decision made during an economic hard time so that she and her husband could work and 

travel together. The career of a tattooed lady allowed women to became very independent 

in the 1920s and 1930s. They found their way to the stage through the pursuit of money, 

adventure, and self-sufficiency (Mifflin 22-23).   
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Image 12 & 13: Anna “Astoria” Gibbons 

It is fitting to investigate Anna “Astoria” Gibbons’ in terms of her own subjectivity,  

by positing that she is best understood as a collector. Gibbons was born in 1893 in 

Wisconsin. Like most tattooed ladies who joined carnivals, Astoria told a romanticized 

story of how she ran away to be a performer.   As told to Arthur Lewis’, who tells Anna’s 

story in his book Carnival, Gibbons recalled:  

“After I done my chores, me and my sister went to see it. We stood outside the 
freak show and a nice-lookin’ guy started to talk to us. I asked could we come in 
for free—we didn’t have no money—and he said OK . . . Him and me got to 
talkin.’ Tole me the show di’nt [sic] have no tattooed lady, and then asked me if I 
would I like to be one. Said that he was the tattoo artist, and if I let him tattoo me, 
I could join the show and see the world. Well, that’s what I done” (Klem 32).  
 

In reality, Gibbons didn’t join the circus until she was already married to Charles “Red” 

Gibbons, who covered her body in coloured reproductions of her favourite classical 

religious artwork, chosen because of her lifelong membership in the Episcopal Church, as 

well as patriotic images. Her chest is decorated with a portrait of George Washington 
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framed by American Flags adorning either side; the piece on her back is a rendering of 

The Last Supper. The artwork covering the bodies of the tattooed ladies of this era, like 

Betty Broadbent, were self-curated collections. These women were able to choose their 

designs and customize their bodies much more than the early performers, who were 

covered in traditional sailor designs, traditional masculine centered imagery.  Gradually, 

the choice of religious and patriotic imagery became less obligatory than it once was for 

the tattooed ladies who enveloped their socially deviant bodies in iconography that was 

culturally respectable (Mifflin 22). By the early 1920s, women began to express their 

private tastes through their tattoos.  

By dictating the composition on her skin, Anna Gibbons is best understood as a 

collector and by examining her this way she becomes the subjective agent of her own 

transformation from object to collector. Margo Mifflin wrote that,  “ No form of skin 

modification is as layered with meaning as tattooing, especially for women” (Mifflin 4). 

Tattoos have evolved from defying Victorian ideals of beauty to a symbol of 

empowerment and the choices of imagery reflect that through a display of their private 

tastes.  

The life of Anna Gibbons made her a part of a long tradition of tattooed 

performers who challenged normalcy. Following Fenske’s argument that tattoos are 

performative, the tattoos are chosen by the owner and presented for the viewer to 

subjectively observe, those in the carnival, freak show, or dime museum settings, have 

put their tattoos on display. In a 1934 interview, Gibbons was asked why she got tattooed, 

and she admitted, “I got tattooed because I wanted to get tattooed; it’s a nice way to make 

a living. You wouldn’t believe though, how many people come up an’ ask if I was born 
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this way,” to which she would answer, “The doctors figure it was on account of my 

mother must have gone to too many movies” (Klem 1-2).    

Astoria’s tale belongs to a period in which full-body tattoos, particularly on 

woman, were signs of personal agency, even though such women were consigned to the 

social margins as members of freak shows, although full-body tattooing is still a mark of 

“difference” that separates such collecting subjects from the throngs of individuals who 

now wear tattoos as a fashionable accessory. As an industry, tattooing had grown from a 

back-alley craft into a kind of salon experience, and tattoo shops are now routinely found 

in suburban malls. Still, as the previous chapter demonstrated, the commitment to full-

body tattooing is closely linked to other collecting practices that seek to fulfill the human 

desire for completion and inclusion through studied accumulation.  

As collectables, however, tattoos can also have an existence separate for the body. 

As in Dahl’s story of Droli’s tattoo, the tattooed skin can be removed and the tattoo 

transformed into an object in its own right. In the following chapter, I will examine 

collections of tattoos that have been separated from the body and which have been 

incorporated into systems that vary from ethnographic documentation to medical 

specimens to fine art.  
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Chapter 3: Skin Collections 

In the first issue of Things and Ink magazine, Gemma Angel contributed an article 

about her personal experience as a doctoral student at the University College London in 

the History of Art Department and a researcher working with the Wellcome Collection’s 

tattooed skins in London, England. Angel’s research is detailed in her blog, Life & 6 

Months, in which she writes about tattooing including what she has learned from her 

visits to various institutions to view their tattoo collections. Her doctoral research focuses 

on the historical practices of collecting and preserving tattooed human skin. She is 

interested in the reasons and ways that tattoos were collected, and the iconography 

associated with those tattoos. Angel remembers reading Roald Dahl’s story, Skin, as a 

child.  The very idea of Drioli’s fate of a tattoo collector who became and object to be 

collected, gave her a “shiver of morbid delight,” but she never imagined that something 

like that could actually exist. Collections of preserved tattooed skin do exist and are held 

by museums, medical institutions and individuals. After her own experience with 

preserved skin, she wondered if the story was inspired by preserved skin that Roald Dahl 

had encountered in his life (Angel, Criminal Skins 75). The occasional news story 

surfaces about an unsuspecting discovery of an antique book bound in human skin (Daily 

Mail Reporter), a human skin handbag sold at auction, or a person selling their own 

tattooed skin to the highest bidder, readers are enchanted by the macabre details. This 

chapter will deal with tattoo collections in which the physical ‘body’ is absent, and which 

consist of preserved skins and tattoo equipment.  

This type of collection differs from the ‘living’ tattoo ‘museums’ discussed in he 

previous chapter, and naturally imply radically different modes of display.  Most of the 
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major preserved skin collections are held by ethnographic museums, medical museums 

and, in recent years, some art institutions have also begun to acquire and display both 

skins and tattoo equipment.  Traditionally, tattoo collections have been made part of 

ethnographic collections because of its role in the traditional customs of a large number 

of tribal cultures. Charles Darwin wrote that there was no country in the world that did 

not take part in tattooing or some sort of permanent body modification (Hesselt van 

Dinter 5).  Tattooing and body modification are central to cultural beliefs and rituals 

around the world.  The permanent markings were used to mark achievements of the 

individuals and to treat ailments, making the markings of interest to both ethnographic 

and medical museums.  

 

Institutional Collections 

Many institutional tattoo collections originated in the 19th and early 20th 

centuries as part of the general expansion of ethnographic materials in anthropological 

museums.  The rationale for such collections, however, varied widely according to the 

status accorded tattooing in individual cultures.   In Europe, for example, tattooed skins 

and tattoo instruments were often collected as examples of the social deviance of their 

bearers.  By contrast, in Japan, they were collected primarily for their aesthetic value, a 

tribute to their complex and elaborate designs (Hardy, Life and Death 75).  Tattooed 

skins have been an obvious fit for ethnographic and medical museums, and have just 

recently been contenders for a place in the collections of art museums. What follows is a 

contextual analysis of the collecting of tattooed skins in selected institutions worldwide.  

Analyzing the skin collections of just a few museums and traditional tattoo collections, 
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the chapter will end with a look at Geoff Ostling and Tim Delvoy, living tattoo collectors 

who have both made arrangements for their tattooed skin to be included in art collections 

after their deaths.    

 

The Wellcome Collection:  The free destination for the incurable curious 
 

 The Wellcome Collection was founded by Sir Henry Solomon Wellcome who, 

was a “pharmacist, entrepreneur, philanthropist and collector.”   He founded the 

collection, as well as the Wellcome Library and the Wellcome Trust, in order to create a 

space for medical professionals to learn about developments in medicine and medical 

science (Introducing, Par.1). The Wellcome possesses a collection of tattooed skins that 

was initiated in June 1929 when Peter Johnston-Saint, a purchasing agent for Sir Henry 

Wellcome, obtained 300 individual specimens, dating from 1850 – 1920, from a 

osteologist and anatomist known by the name of Dr. La Vallette.  The collection of 

specimens was accumulated while Dr. La Vallette worked at Parisian military 

establishments and prisons (Angel, Inscribing 29). Johnston-Saint kept a record of the 

purchase and the items acquired, which on Saturday, June 15th read:  

I then went to see Lavalette in the rue Ecole de Medecine. This is the man 
who had the collection of over 300 tattooed human skins. These skins date 
from the first quarter of last century down to the present time; many of them 
are very curious and extremely interesting, consisting of skins of sailors, soldiers, 
murderers and criminals of all nationalities. He also has the very unique 
mummified head of an Arab, mummified in such a manner as to preserve the 
features in a most lifelike condition. He says that this was a special process of his 
own and is unique in mummification. There was also a galvanised human brain, 
the only example of its kind in the world, prepared in the laboratory of the Musee 
Dupuytren in Paris […] Lavalette told me that the skins are unique, that no more 
could now be got under any circumstances and that each skin had taken him a 
long time and cost him a certain amount to cure and prepare for his permanent 
collection (Angel, Inscribing 29).  
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The tattoos were not collected as exemplars of tattoo art.  At the time of the purchase, 

tattooed bodies were still featured in sideshows and midways as examples of human 

anomalies.  In the early twentieth century, criminologists also considered tattooes 

evidence of a tendency toward criminal behavior, a supposition since debunked by 

sociologists (Angel, Criminal Skins 75).  Rather, the tattooed skins were considered, in 

the larger context of the mandate of the museum, as ‘scientific’ evidence for human 

behavior.  

The 300 pieces of dry-prepared human skin vary in size. Uneven and punctured 

edges, created during the drying process, surround some of the tattooed images, and other 

have been neatly trimmed. Many of the tattoos have been economically cut around to 

preserve the image, whilst others have been cut through the tattoos markings. The reasons 

for these variations are unclear, but it can be guessed that the skin may have been 

damaged during prior injury or death. Because many of the tattoos can be presumed to 

have come from sailors and soldiers, this would be a definite possibility. Other theories 

include that the skins were cut from the body hurriedly to earn money on the black-

market, or that Dr. La Valette did not detach all of the skins himself (Angel, Inscribing 

30).  
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Image 15: Tattoos on Human Skin (209mm x 159mm), dated 1900-1920 
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Image 16: Tattoo on human skin (125mm x 91mm), dated 1830–1900. 

 

Image 17: Tattoos on human skin (267mm x 181mm), dated 1850–1920. 
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The Muséum national d’Histoire naturelle 

The Anthropology Department at the Muséum national d’Histoire naturelle 

(MNHN) in Paris, France owns a large collection of dry-preserved tattooed skins. This 

collection contains 54 preserved pieces that once belonged to the Musée de l’Homme and 

date from the late 19th century to the early 20th century. According to Gemma Angel, the 

collection is very similar to the pieces at the Wellcome in technique and imagery, 

because they both came from France around the same time. There are images of circus 

performers, regimental crests, French phrases and slogans, busts and portraits, all images 

consistent with the collection at the Wellcome (Angel, Magic, par. 2). 

 

The Pathology Museum at Tokyo University 

The Pathology Museum at Tokyo University is said to hold the world’s largest 

and possibly the most famous collection of tattooed human skin. Dr. Masaichi Fukushi, a 

medical doctor who specialized in pathology, began the skin collection in 1926. A 

Professor Emeritus of Nippon Medical University, Dr. Fukushi also worked at a hospital 

in the center of Tokyo where he encountered many patients who were tattooed in the 

traditional Japanese style called “irezumi,” which was typical of the “Edokko,” a name 

for people born in Edo, or modern day Tokyo (Hardy, Life 74). The word “irezumi” 

means, “inserting ink” and is generally associated with punitive tattooes that were given 

in seventeenth and eighteenth-century japan. Criminals would have been marked as a 

social outcast unable to return to normal society. Covering the tattoos with images that 

upheld the style of traditional woodblock prints and held no stigma became the solution 

(Hesselt van Dinter 62).  
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Image 18: Irezumi, Punitive Tattoos 

For a time, Japanese tattoos were fashionable among workers and small merchants, 

eventually evolving into in international trendsetter. Westerners, including prominent 

royal figures, were tattooed during visits to Japan. Currently, fully tattooed body suits can 

be admired in museums, but only practices in marginal groups, such as the yakuza 

(Hesselt van Dinter 56). Previous to his interest in tattooes, Dr. Fukushi’s specialty had 

been moles, which are abnormal multiplications of pigment from within the skin. He 

studied the movement of interior pigment comparing it against the exterior pigment that 

was placed into the skin with a tattoo machine. During that study, Dr. Fukushi discovered 

that syphilis would heal or not reoccur in areas of the skin that had been tattooed (Hardy, 

Life 74).  
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Alongside his medical pursuits, Dr. Fukushi developed a keen interest in tattooing 

and he amassed a collection of over 2000 designs and 3000 photographs.  The tattoos in 

his collection came from individuals deceased due to illness or old age, and Dr. Fukushi 

would perform their autopsies and preserve their skin. He created a method for preserving 

only the dermal layer that contains the tattoo, and stretched the resulting specimens under 

a pane of glass, held in a frame (Hardy, Life 75). Dr. Fukushi had the full support of the 

tattooed individuals whose skin he was collecting (Quigley 153). They shared his desire 

to preserve the tattooed artwork that would otherwise have been lost. He is also rumored 

to have provided financial assistance to those who could not afford to have unfinished 

tattoos finished (Quigley 153).  Unfortunately, a great deal of Dr. Fukushi’s 

documentation and photography kept in the Tokyo University medical buildings were 

destroyed during air raids in 1945, but the preserved skins were stored elsewhere and 

remain intact. 

Katsunari, the son of Dr. Masaichi Fukushi, is also a Pathologist and a Professor 

at Nippon Medical University. He specializes in cancer research, but has continued his 

father’s study of tattooing. According to a 1987 article in Don Ed Hardy’s TattooTime , 

called “Remain to be Seen,” The University Medical Museum has a collection of 105 

tattooed skins. Dr. Katsunari Fukushi said of the collection: 

 “Numbers are not important; I have limited this collection only to tattoo 
masterpieces which cover the entire body, to hand them down to posterity… 
tattoos are achieved as a result of long-term dedication between tattooer and 
tattooee, triumphing over the pain and perseverance of the instruments. The 
passions kindled by both parties in the creation of an unparalleled work fuse their 
souls together. This is nothing less than a peerless living art…” (Hardy, Life and 
Death 78).  
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Image 19: Dr. Katsunari Fukushi preparing skin specimens in laboratory 

  

Image 20: Dr. Fukushi 
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While the skins were useful for medical research, the aesthetic value of the  collection 

came to outweigh its research significance.  By limiting the collection to “masterpieces 

which cover the entire body,” Fukushi is valuing the great achievement made through a 

commitment of getting a full body tattoo.  Not only are they appreciated for their 

aesthetics, but also as a way to document a relationship between the artist and the person 

who received the tattoos, making the tattoos almost like souvenirs of that relationship.  

 

Mütter Museum of The College of Physicians of Philadelphia 

The Mütter Museum in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, holds a collection of 

anatomical specimens, models, and medical instruments. The museum’s collection began 

with a donation from Dr. Thomas Dent Mütter who, like Wellcome in England, hoped to 

improve medical education. The collection was donated in 1858 under the conditions that 

the College of Physicians of Philadelphia had to hire a Curator, preserve and grow the 

collection, host annual lectures, and build a location to house the collection. The museum 

is full of examples and replicas of medical oddities.  The collection includes a few pieces 

of leathered human skin and some books that were bound in human skin. It was not an 

uncommon practice for doctors to bind their medical findings in the skin of the person 

whose malady helped them to make their discovery.   

In “Syphilis from a tattoo,” a video produced by the Mütter Museum, the 

Director, Robert Hicks, PhD, introduces his viewers to a hand-drawn illustration of the 

tattooed arm of John Gallagher, made at the Blockley Hospital in 1877.  The drawing was 

presumably valuable because Gallagher’s tattoo was made by an artist who had used the 

same needles to tattoo an earlier client infected with syphilis.    Gallagher was 
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subsequently infected, and red sores appeared all over the area he had been tattooed. The 

drawing was therefore valuable as a demonstration of the means by which syphilis could 

be transmitted via the means of tattoo needles.   Presumably, within the larger collection, 

it was found in a display that outlined the history of epidemiology.  It is interesting to 

note the differences between the rational for displaying objects in Science Museums and 

Art Museums.  

 

Amsterdam Tattoo Museum 

The Amsterdam Tattoo Museum is the collection of Henk “Hank Panky” 

Schiffermacher, and presents a world history of tattooing that crosses ethnographic 

barriers. Unlike the previous examples I’ve discussed, Schiffmacher’s museum is 

completely dedicated to the history of tattooing.   Schiffmacher is described on his 

website as a tattoo artist, painter, writer, collector, and world traveller. The large 

collection, which fills two floors of the museum building, includes images and artifacts 

that deal with tattooing cross culturally.  During the summer of 2012 when I visited the 

museum, the first floor was filled with showcases containing descriptions and artifacts 

related to tattooing practices and traditions around the world. There were photos, 

illustrated diagrams, painted idols and figurines, equipment involved in various tattooing 

practices and tattoo-adjacent practices. The only human skin included in the collection 

was a pair of un-tattooed human fingers, preserved in jars and labeled as “Yakuza 

Amputated Pinky Japan.” Close by, there were jars of preserved animal remains, 

including tattooed pigskin, which is sometimes used as a material on which tattooists 

practice their techniques.  
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The second floor was dedicated to western tattooing and key figures in the 

western history of tattooing. There was a collection of tattoo machines, letters, 

photographs, antique tattoo shop signage, tattooed toys, and a set up of the Bristol Tattoo 

Club, where visitors could sit to watch a documentary. The Bristol Tattoo Club was 

formed in 1953 by noted tattoo artist Les Skuse with the intention of changing public 

opinions of tattooing as something that only “bad people” engage in, and promote a 

higher standard of tattoing (Skuse, Par. 1-3). Lining the walls are biographies of famous 

tattooers including Les Skuse and Bill Skuse, and short tattoo histories of tattooing in 

European countries. The third floor houses the “Bibliotheca Dermagraphica H.I. Frank 

Memorial Library” and a small gallery room. The top floor is used as a tattoo shop with 

several permanent artists and a continuous rotation of visiting artists. In this museum, 

tattooing is not framed within a history of social deviance, medical experimentation or 

disease, but is presented as a long-standing global human practice with its own history.  

The exhibits in the museum are focused on this historical account of the practice of 

tattooing, emphasizing tools and techniques and devoted to creating a developmental 

narrative culminating in the west.  This building towards a western apex is a narrative 

borrowed from the tradition of European art galleries and museums.  
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Image 21: Fingers wet-preserved in jars, Amsterdam Tattoo Museum 

 

Image 22: Wet-preserved specimens, Amsterdam Tattoo Museum 
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Living Canvas: Geoff Ostling 

Had I lived in a previous time and got tattooed by Rembrandt, or tattooed by van 
Dyke, or tattooed by van Gogh, or tattooed by Picasso … I think that you would 
think that this was something that ought to be preserved … rather than just be 
destroyed when I died (Angel, Ostling, par. 4). 
 
The Heavily Tattooed Bear, Geoff Ostling, is a retired schoolteacher who decided 

to become fully tattooed at the age of 42.  Ostling has made a verbal agreement with the 

National Gallery of Australia that his skin will be preserved after his death and added to 

the museum’s permanent art collection. The rest of his body will be cremated, but his 

skin will be gently removed piece-by-piece and reassembled for display. Ostling carries a 

copy of his will with him at all times in case he passes away unexpectedly. He has put 

together a team of people including his doctor, funeral directors, and a taxidermist, who 

are aware of his wishes and are prepared to complete them upon his death (Angel, 

Ostling, par. 8). 

Ostling tells his story in a video called Life of a Tattoo. When he was growing up, 

middle class boys did not have tattoos, and that was the reason that he did not have any 

tattoos. He always admired them on other people and considered it something he might 

do once he had grown up. When he reached the age of 42, Ostling got his first tattoo, a 

small-intertwined heart and arrow on the right side of his torso. He felt a great sense of 

pride and accomplishment in getting that tattoo.   A chance encounter with Marvin 

Chapman, a company director and tattoo collector who had travelled all over the world 

accumulating a full body suit of tattoos by the world’s greatest tattoo artists, inspired 

Ostling to start his own full body suit. When Chapman was wearing a short-sleeved shirt, 

no tattoos were visible, but underneath, he was completely covered. Chapman advised 

Ostling to choose a theme for his tattoos, though Ostling hadn’t realized how much time 
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it would take and the amount of money it would cost. He wanted to choose a theme that 

was something Australian and he was eventually inspired by the Royal Botanic Gardens 

in Sydney, Australia. Ostling’s tattoo incorporates flowers that grow in Sydney: 

bottlebrushes, fennel flowers, orchids, flowering gum, kangaroo paws, fringe lilies, 

jacaranda, and Christmas bells. On his back, the flowers surround images of the Sydney 

Opera House and the Sydney Harbour Bridge. On his lower body there are flowers that 

are beautiful, but not native to Sydney, including camellias and roses.  Ostling believes 

that, “Tattoos should have a deeper meaning, they should be specially for you. What on 

you inside is scene on the outside of your skin? It affirms who you are. You show that 

you take procession of yourself.” 

With his floral theme, it is possible to collect flowers from many different artists, 

but Ostling chose to have the artist X de Medici tattoo the majority of his design over 20 

years. It is because of this choice that his skin will be preserved as part of a museum art 

collection. Ostling explains: 

I was with eX de Medici at the National Gallery in Canberra and one of the 
curators there had heard about the tattoo and asked me, would I, in fact, be 
prepared to leave my tattooed skin when I die, to the museum. Now, this was 
interesting because it has never been done in Australia before and never been 
done in any western countries before. And some people go all squeamish about it 
and think, “Oh God, I don’t want to see Geoff on the walls of the gallery! No, we 
liked him the way that he was. Let him rest in peace.” But it just seems terrible 
that an artwork like this, and not everybody thinks that it is an artwork I might 
say, but there are enough people who do to make it worth while that is should go 
to Canberra. Why Canberra? It is a Sydney tattoo. But the reason for Canberra is 
that they already have eighteen of X de Medici’s pictures (“Geoff Ostling - Life 
of a Tattoo,” Youtube). 
 

eX de Medici is one of Australia’s top contemporary artists, but she is no longer 

tattooing. Unfortunately, she stopped before Ostling’s tattoo was completely finished. 

The task of completing the full body suit has since fallen to the Sydney- based tattoo 
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artist Bodie O’Leary. Ostling plans to continue his tattoo until it covers his head and 

hands, but says: 

I would be perfectly happy if I died tomorrow that in fact the tattoo is completely 
finished as far as I am concerned. There is absolutely no reason that every part of 
me should go into the coffin or into the crematorium and be burnt anymore than 
you don’t take, say, all of the artworks we’ve collected around here.  The artwork 
is here, but we are only looking after it for your lifetime, then it will be looked 
after by others. Likewise, hopefully the skin that I have will be looked after by 
curators of a museum. And, um, who knows (“Geoff Ostling - Life of a Tattoo,” 
Youtube). 

 

 

Image 23: Geoff Ostling standing in front of Cure For Pain,  
a large scale watercolour by eX de Medici 
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Image 24: Geoff Ostling and Gemma Angel at the Science Museum Archives,  
January 2012  

 
 
Living Canvas: Tim Steiner 

Tim Steiner can be considered a tattoo collector as well as part of a skin 

collection. His tattoo experience somewhat echoes Dahl’s fictional story. Steiner first 

encountered tattoo artist Wim Delvoye in 2006, when  Delvoye took part in a group show 

in Zurich, Switzerland.  As part of that show, Delvoye decided to project the tattoos that 

he had originally created on pig’s skins onto living human bodies. In 1997, after a few 

years of tattooing the skin of dead pigs, Delvoye began to use live pigs in his art. The 

pigs are raised and cared for on his “Art Farm” in a village near Beijing that he purchased 

in 2004. Delvoye and his assistants sedate the pigs before shaving their skin, tattooing 

them, and keep the wounds clean and moisturized. Delvoye describes his intent saying, “I 

show the world works of art that are so alive, they have to be vaccinated…It lives, it 
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moves, it will die. Eveything is real” (Kieffer, Par. 3). After the chance encounter with 

Delvoye, Steiner decided to have one of the designs, already tattooed on one of 

Delvoye’s pigs, tattooed on his own back and become a living canvas. The original 

design was only altered slightly for Steiner’s tattoo, took a total of 35 hours, over two 

years, to complete and is signed by the artist.  

 

 

Image 25: Tim, 2008 by Wim Delvoye 
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Image 26: Wim Delvoye signing a finished tattoo 

 

There are plenty of artists who use tattooing as a medium, like Scott Campbell or 

Ed Hardy, who have appropriated their popular tattooing style into gallery work. Santiago 

Sierra tattooed a 160cm line across the backs of 4 people and a 250cm line across 6 

people.  Wim Delvoye’s tattoo on Tim Steiner is different from these because, in 2008, 

the tattoo itself was actually sold.   A German art collector purchased the tattoo for 

150,000 Euros, but it will remain attached to Steiner’s body until his death. It is 

Delvoye’s opinion that the tattoo is now defined as ‘art’ because it was sold.  The money 

was split evenly between Delvoye, Steiner, and the gallery, and the conditions of the sale 

state that Steiner has to be available to exhibit the tattoo at least three times per year.  The 

tattoo with be removed after Steiner’s death, and the owner can then sell the piece at any 

time. When the tattoo is on display, Steiner sits on a stool with his back to the gallery and 
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with his headphones playing music into his ears so that he is not able to see or hear the 

viewers.  

Steiner is said to have had no choice in the design of the tattoo, but there were 

some modifications made to the original design inked on the pig. The omission of the 

monkey at the top was the primary change because it was not something that Steiner 

would have wanted permanently marked on the base of his neck.  The rest of the changes 

were because the space on Steiner’s back was much smaller than the area available on the 

pig.  The design is intended to be an atlas of what tattooing represents. Delvoye explains 

that, “They are favourites in the tattoo world… There is a praying Virgin; there is the 

skull, roses. We have bats, we have birds, and two Chinese children riding koi carps.” 

Steiner said that he is not a religious person and that if he had chosen the tattoo himself, 

then he would have chosen another design. Fortunately, he is pleased with the final 

product. Many people believe the fate of the tattoo to be macabre, but Steiner says that, 

“If the project finishes the way it should, and the skin will be removed and properly 

frames, the [he] will exist forever, at least a part of [him] will, and [he] finds that concept 

more exciting than morbid” (Lim, par. 11).     
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Image 27: Sylvie, 2006, Stuffed Tattooed Pig, 124 x 40 x 64 cm  
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Chapter 4: The representation of tattoos through another medium 

 
 The next step in tattoo collecting, beyond having one’s own skin tattooed, or 

owning a piece of someone else’s tattooed skin, is the reproduction of  tattoo imagery, 

and its representation in other media. Those representations become collectibles. 

Photography is a kind of abstraction of the essence of the tattoo as an art that is connected 

to the body, but it is also another way of preserving and appropriating tattoo imagery. 

When photos of tattoos are exhibited in an art museum setting, a medium that is 

traditionally understood as “low” art is transformed, via those photographs, into as a form 

of ‘high’ art.  This ‘translation’ of the tattoo into a reproductive medium makes it 

possible for the tattooed images to be attained by any individual without being tattooed 

themselves.   Using traditional artistic modes of presentation, artists have made an effort 

to legitimate tattooing as an increasingly popular artistic style. 

 In the Forward for Jo Waterhouse’s compilation Art by Tattooists, Jesse Lee 

Denning states that tattooing is only beginning to take root in the “high-brow” world of 

fine art (Waterhouse 4). Denning is an art history graduate and curator of the Invisible 

NYC Art Gallery and the Tattoo Studio in New York.  She states, “Increasingly, 

tattooists are receiving recognition as “fine artists,” their work hanging on the walls of 

some of the top galleries in the world”(Waterhouse 4). This chapter will address the 

tension between traditional forms of art, mainly photography, and tattoo culture, in order 

to illuminate the fact that tattooing has only recently been conceptualized as a distinct 

form of artistic practice (Waterhouse 5). In recent years many tattoo artists have branched 

out into the gallery space, and those trained as “fine artists” are learning how to tattoo. 

Scott Campbell, a prominent tattoo artist and owner of Saved Tattoo in Williamsburg, 
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Brooklyn, has extended his work from the human canvas into the gallery space. Through 

his artistic practice he has effectively translated the lexicon of tattooing, formerly 

confined to the display of individual bodies in public and private, into the revered gallery 

space. Campbell is far from alone in this expansion. His contemporaries are numerous 

and include Wim Delvoye and eX de Medici, whose work was mentioned in previous 

chapters.  In recent years, Campbell has gained a great deal of success in the fine art 

community with his works using mediums other than skin:  sculptures carved from 

American currency; watercolour paintings inspired by six weeks he spent in a maximum 

security prison in Mexico City; and drawings done on the inside of eggshells with 

graphite (Campbell, Bio, Sec. 1). 

 
 

Image 28: Cut US Currency, 9 x 6 x 4, by Scott Campbell 
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Image 29: Graphite on Ostrich Eggshell, by Scott Campbell 
 
 

 
 

Image 30: Hand Embellished Lithograph Print, 18 x 24, by Scott Campbell 
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Popular Tattoo Publications and Photography  
 

A key aspect of identifying as a tattooed person is participation in the larger tattoo 

community. In Bodies of Inscription: A Cultural History of the Modern Tattoo 

Community (2000), Margo DeMello discusses the tattoo community and asks, “What is 

it, how is it understood, and how is it realized?” (DeMello 17). Her first logical answer 

was that community would most likely occur, or at least originate, in tattoo shops. But the 

idea of community is much larger than that. DeMello extended her definition of 

community to wherever discourse on the topic takes place, which is primarily within 

magazines, newspapers, Internet groups, and tattoo-oriented events (DeMello 18). Tattoo 

culture has expanded extensively since the 1980s. It has gone from an underground form 

of rebellion to mainstream television programming and is ubiquitous  in  tattoo- style 

artwork used in advertising. With the recent trend of reality television shows, tattooing 

has been made accessible and has been brought into many homes, which has helped to 

diffuse its taboo reputation. This increase in popularity was aided in 1997, with the lifting 

of a 36-year ban on tattooing in New York.  Previously illegal, tattooing had remained an 

underground and “taboo” practice.  

Aiding in the popularization of tattoos, and the spreading of tattoo knowledge, are 

publications dedicated to tattooing; Don Ed Hardy produced the original tattoo magazine 

called TattooTime, producing five issues between 1982 and 1991. Hardy founded the 

publication out of a desire to document the history of tattooing, and  to provide a glimpse  

into the tattoo world from an insider perspective.  Hardy himself wrote the majority of the 

articles included in the five issues. In the “From the editor…” section of the first issue, 
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Hardy observed that there was very little information about the practice of tattooing that 

was both informative and easily accessible (Hardy, Tribalism 2). 

TattooTime coincided with a period during which tattooing was becoming more 

mainstream and popular – in fact, it helped boost the popularity of tattooing as an 

acceptable form of wearable art.  In the two decades since, there has been some 

scholarship dedicated to the topic, but the number of those writing on the topic is still 

limited. More recent tattoo publications are strongly image based, and seem to be 

polarized between trade magazines and publications printing erotic imagery of tattooed 

women. The list of tattoo publications; including, Tattoo Magazine, SKIN&INK, Tattoo 

Ink, International Tattoo Art, Inked Magazine, Skin Deep, and Things & Ink, is already 

long and growing rapidly. Many tattoo photographers involved with these magazines 

have gained notoriety within the tattoo community for their contributions to tattoo books 

and magazines. Photography and the ability to duplicate images have greatly aided the 

spread of tattoo culture.  Reproductions are a fundamental element of the tattooing 

process for many. It is common for tattooed images to exist in another form before they 

are tattooed. They are often famous works of art or portraits of loved ones that the 

tattooee will bring to the tattoo artist to be reproduced on their skin. Even if the image is 

created with the intention being tattooed, the tattoo will be a reproduction of the original 

image. Though reproduction is extremely common, the practice of sketching an outline 

directly onto the skin does exclude the reproductive element. Tattooed subjects have 

become a distinct category within the genre of portrait photography, and exhibitions of 

tattooed sitters have recently been featured in gallery and museum settings.  Such 

photography has focused on tattoos in relation to larger contexts such as sexuality, gender 
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and identity, thereby inviting new insights into the tattoo community.   This chapter 

explores the transformational function of photography in the reproduction of tattoos, and 

the recreation of the tattooed subject via the medium of photography.  

 

Jonathan May 

Geoff Ostling, whose own tattoo collection was discussed in Chapter Two, was 

featured with his partner, Joseph Chapman, in a portrait taken by Jonathan May entitled 

“Bear Hug” (2011).  The photograph was a finalist in the Taylor Wessing Portrait Prize in 

2011 and was exhibited at The National Portrait Gallery in London, England. Out of 6000 

entries, only 60 images were chosen to hang in the gallery (Jonathan May Bio, par. 5).  

“Bear Hug” shows a softer side to the tattoo community than the hard-edged reputation 

often shown. The tattoos of Ostling and Chapman are brightly coloured and whimsical 

and their embrace in a domestic environment is intimate.   

 

 
 

Image 31: Bear Hug, by Jonathan May  
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Image 32: Photographer, Jonathan May, with his entry at the  
National Portrait Gallery in London  

 
 

May’s portfolio is extensive and includes photos from around the world, as well 

as commissioned works featured in advertisements.  The portfolio also includes a variety 

of other tattoo portraits as part of a series called “Hot Ink” that emerged when May was 

commissioned to photograph the Mardi Gras Festival in Sydney, Australia.  May’s 

method involved taking photographs of subjects during a ceremony awarding prizes for 

tattoos; as the contestants exited the stage they stopped at a mobile photo booth.  Most of 

the resulting photos feature heavily tattooed people in minimal clothing to show off their 

tattoos against a background of aged and worn paper, almost like trading cards. They are 

in simple poses, both facing and facing away from the camera, in arrangements that seem 
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to be purposefully selected to display them as human canvases rather than as distinct 

personalities; none of the tattoo portraits are labeled with the names of the sitters (May, 

Mardi Gras, Sec. 1). There is also another photograph of Goeff Ostling showing him 

standing in a small pond amid a great deal of green foliage. His floral tattoos and a few 

pieces of places greenery show Ostling as part of the natural backdrop, naturalizing gay 

culture through the use of domestic backgrounds and natural outdoor settings.  

 

 

 
 

Image 33: Goeff Ostling Photographed by Jonathan May 
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Images 34-37: “Hot Ink” Photographed by Jonathan May 
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Images 38-41: “Hot Ink” Photographed by Jonathan May 
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Bernard Clark 
 

Bernard Clark is a Kingston based artist who created a series of portrait 

photographs investigating tattoos and body art, called “Tattoo Portraits”. This series is 

intended to display the diversity of tattooed people through the traditional genre of 

portraiture, and explores the link between tattoo culture and tattooing as an art form. The 

series clearly reflects the fact that, in the western world, tattoos have emerged from their 

previous existence in the underground into the mainstream (Allen 5). The Agnes 

Etherington Art Centre developed Clark’s first solo exhibition in a public gallery. Clark is 

known for commercial photography, but this exhibit was created as a platform to display 

Clark’s artistic achievements. The subjects of his photographs were men and women who 

had used their skin as a different type of self-portraiture.  The backgrounds of Clark’s 

photographs are intended to further the meanings behind the private and often highly 

personal and idiosyncratic iconography of the tattoos (Allen 8).  

In the publication accompanying the Tattoo Portraits Exhibition, curator Jan 

Allen writes that it is Clark’s use of even lighting that gives attention to the skin and 

creates a sense of heroic understatement.  He uses the most elegant form of portrait 

photography to capture the social subculture.  The tattooed individuals are photographed; 

their images are inserted into new backdrops. The backdrops mimic nineteenth-century 

studio portrait screens with images of landscapes or grand interiors that are intended to 

illuminate the identity of the sitter. The way Clark has approached this project plays with 

the intersection between traditional portraiture and the evolving practices and stances of 

body art. He understands that it is a great opportunity to be given access to tattoos: “The 

thing that makes me very lucky is I get to work with the best of the best. I get to shoot the 
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most amazing tattoo artwork in the world, from full  Japanese body suits to the intricate 

black and gray portraits of Bob Tyrrell” (Allen 7). 

Clark studied photography at the Kingston, Ontario Campus of St. Lawrence 

College. He was employed as a photographer for the Canadian Forces and spend time 

working in Toronto, building his portfolio. He developed a successful Kingston-based 

business, photographing events, sites, and the life of the city.  Inspired by the work of 

Irving Penn, Richard Avedon, Robert Mapplethorpe, Herb Ritts and Annie Leibovitz, 

Clark began photographing subcultural groups. He photographed bicycle couriers, bikers, 

homeless people, and female body builders in black and white, accumulating a large body 

of work. In 1996, Paul Vicary, a tattoo artist based out of Guelph, Ontario, commissioned 

Clark to take portraits of tattooed people. This work was first exhibited in Kingston, 

Ontario in a show called Tattooed Souls. Clark’s work in this area grew and gained 

success, and in May 1999 one of his photographs was featured on the cover of Skin & Ink 

Magazine. Since then, Clark has become a regular contributor to Skin & Ink, and a 

sought-after photographer in the body art community.   

Bob Baxter, the editor-in-chief of Skin & Ink and Tattoo Road Trip, named 

Bernard Clark as number 29 on his list of 101 Most Influential People in Tattoo. The list 

ranges from tattoo artists to tattooed celebrities.  Baxter describes Clark’s work this way:  

Bernard Clark (www.bernardclark.com) has, along with a short list of modern-day 
lensmasters, such as Bill DeMichele and Justice Howard, taken tattoo 
photography to a new level. While others have captured images of tattoos and 
contributed greatly to the ongoing documentation of body art through the ages, 
Clark’s technical proficiency and artistic inspiration during his thirteen years with 
Skin & Ink magazine introduced a new, more personal aspect to the art of the 
tattoo portrait. While Howard relies more on innovative costuming and makeup to 
enhance visual impact and DeMichele knows just how to add a special sparkle to 
his photos of tattooed women, Clark captures the subtle relationship of any 
subject—man, women, biker or prom queen—with their body art. It is said that “a 
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tattoo is a vehicle for showing one’s insides on the outside.” Bernard’s 
photographs freeze-frame that relationship like no one else on the current scene. 
DeMichele, Howard and Clark stand out above the rest and set a standard that 
many aspire to duplicate, but it is Clark and his ingratiating, understated, self-
effacing style that stands alone in capturing that elusive moment when a subject 
and their tattoos are one and inseparable. His work continually inspires others to 
make similarly intimate and powerful connections with their cameras (Baxter, 30-
21, Sec. 3). 
  

Jan Allen states repeatedly in Angel in Cornfield: Marked Bodies, Simulated Selves and 

the Photography of Bernard Clark, that she believes one of Clark’s greatest attributes is 

his ability to convey the personality of the individual he is photographing, and Baxter’s 

writing echoes her conclusions.  Clark is quoted as saying, “When shooting, the subject is 

the most important person; they get all my attention and I try to make them as  

 
 

Image 42: Photograph on the cover of Skin & Ink, by Bernard Clark 
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comfortable as possible.”  Another of Clark’s strengths is a keen understanding of the 

relationship between the body and the tattoo, specifically the effect of the graphic mark 

on the physical form (Allen 7). In bridging this gap between ‘inside’ and outside, and 

emphasizing tattoos as graphic marks of identity with their own inherent communicative 

value, Clark’s photographic art becomes a means of translating body art into the more 

traditional genre of portrait art.  

 
 

John Wyatt 
 

John Wyatt has been photographing tattooed people in their own environments 

since 1977 He began by mainly photographing tattoo artists because, before tattooing 

gained its current popularity, they were the most heavily tattooed. The portraits were of 

individuals from diverse economic and occupational backgrounds; some were already 

friends of Wyatt, and others have since become his friends. The project was completed 

over a span of 27 years, during which Wyatt photographed, interviewed, and tape-

recorded all of his subjects.  While the majority of photographers capture tattoos at on a 

set, at tattoo conventions, or at social gatherings, Wyatt chooses his own themes and his 

own points of interest (Baxter, 90-81, Sec. 5).  Because Wyatt’s intention to focus on the 

person and not the tattoos, he chose to photograph using black and white. In an effort to 

provide insight about the lives of tattooed people, beyond generalization and stereotypes, 

Wyatt’s intention was to give the viewer a chance to see his subjects as people with their 

own stories, told in their own words. Choosing subjects that were committed to tattoo art 

and growing their own tattoo collections was important to Wyatt. On his website, he 

explains that the people he chose were: 
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Compiling a collection of art on their body as an art collector accumulates art for 
their homes. My subjects were not getting tattooed because tattooing had 
suddenly become popular, or fashionable. For them, it was a way of life, a culture 
of tattooing. They were also not concerned that they were becoming a visible 
minority, or that some societal door closed (Wyatt, About, par. 2). 

 

Because the project spanned 27 years, Wyatt was able to photograph some of the subjects 

again, between nine and twenty years after he first photographed them. In doing this, he 

was able to see how people aged, how their environment changed, and if they had 

continued to add to their tattoos. In 2003, Wyatt’s completed project was compiled into a 

book titled Under My Skin (Wyatt, About, par. 4). Wyatt’s work is unique in that it is a 

collection of portraits devoted to the emergent and changing culture of tattoo collecting, a 

self-referential collection of collectors. 

 
 

 
 

Image 43: Forrest - Tattoo Artist, New York City 
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Image 44: Amie Suhm Suede and Bob Marker - Bicycle Mechanic - Philadelphia, PA 
 
 
  

  
 

Image 45 & 46: Kurt Woelki 1977 & 1994 - Sideshow Performer - Brooklyn, NY 
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Image 47: Lew Hess - Tattoo Artist - Tempe, AZ 
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Image 48: Tracie Thomas - Singer/Guitarist - New York City 
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Conclusion 
 

Visual and art historical studies directed towards the study of tattoos, and tattoo 

collecting, will continue to develop in accordance with the increasing popularity of tattoo 

practices.  Matt Lodder has argued that all forms of body art, particularly tattooing, 

should be studied as fine art, and his thesis aims to build upon that premise by applying 

visual culture theories to tattoos and expanding the discourse to consider the intersections 

between tattoos and the cultures of collecting. This is an area of study that is largely 

uncharted, which leaves nearly endless possibilities for future study.  

By examining various modes of collecting tattoos through the lens of visual 

culture, this thesis has applied theories of collecting to those who collect tattoos. The 

analysis has been conducted by looking at the collecting practices of individuals and 

institutions in three specific categories; , those who curate a collection of tattoos on their 

bodies, museum collections of tattooed skin that have been removed from the body, and 

finally tattoo art that has been further separated from the body through photography.  

Through this analysis, I have examined the tattoo collection through a movement from 

living museum to museum artifact to transformative processes of reproduction that 

further abstract tattoos from their original context.  Each step marks a progressive 

objectification of the status of the tattoo in the contexts of art and visual culture. 

An indicator of the progress tattoo culture has made into mainstream culture is 

identifiable through its place in celebrity culture. A key incident in this developing 

history of collecting and preserving tattoos occurred within mainstream culture when the 

actor Johnny Depp talked about his desire to have his tattoos preserved after his death. 

Depp has numerous tattoos, the most notorious of which originally read  “Winona 
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Forever”, and proclaimed his dedication, at the time, to actress Winona Ryder.  This 

became arguably the most publicized tattoo in history when Depp had it altered to read 

“Wino Forever.”  In an interview with The Telegraph in 2013, Depp said that after his 

death, he wanted his body to be, “just tossed over a mountain so that people could watch 

it bounce. Might as well entertain people, or maybe just save the tattoos. Because it might 

revolutionize what happens after death. Take a guy’s tattoos off, make formaldehyde 

frames where it’s preserved and stretched out and stuff – that doesn’t sound gruesome at 

all does it?” (McKnight, Par. 4). Even if this “gruesome” form of preservation and 

framing was not Depp’s intention when he was first tattooed, his remarks indicate his 

awareness of the fact that his body art has become culturally relevant, and preserving his 

tattoos would actually be a means of preserving a piece of contemporary popular culture.    

Another major figure in popular culture, actor Brad Pitt, has tattooed himself with 

a piece of tattoo history. On his left forearm is a tattooed outline of “Ötzi” the Iceman, 

Europe’s oldest natural human mummy, who scientists believe lived around 3300 BCE.  

Ötzi was discovered on September 19th, 1991 in the Ötztal Alps and is currently 

preserved at the South Tyrol Museum or Archaeology in Balzano, Italy (Bonn-Muller, 

Par. 1). Ötzi’s body is marked with over 50 tattoos in a variety of shapes, primarily 

consisting of grouped lines and crosses. The marks are the result of an early form of 

tattooing in which small incisions in the skin were rubbed with charcoal in order to create 

indelible patterns.   Anthropologists believe that the tattoos were deliberately placed in 

areas of Otzi’s body where he suffered physical pain, so that the marks were actually 

intended to be healing and therapeutic (South Tyrol Museum of Archaeology).   
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Brad Pitt’s appropriation of Ötzi’s identity through his own tattoo could be 

characterized as a form of ‘collecting’ a history of tattooing on his own body.  Whether 

his personal identification with Ötzi was prompted by knowledge of the healing potential 

of these tattoos, Pitt’s collection, like all tattoo collections, speaks a language of indelible 

signs marking, in an entirely unique way, the presence and passing of bodies across time.   	  
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